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This thesis consists of two

b

-te

re and a short

note which was published as a result of observations made during
the writer's graduate course, all of which are here pr sented

together for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy.
The first paper is a systematic treatront of the Arerican

species of the genus ?oellihron Klug.

The first part of the

paper is devoted to a detailed study of the external anatomy and
xe genitalia,

genus

ir*

followed by tables showing the position of this

the superfarrily Fihecoidea.

This in turn is followed by

a key to the Arerican species included in the genua, and redes-

criptiors of the different sp.ci

.3.

The second paper deals with the spruce gall louse

(

Cherrr.ex

abietis L.), a common pest of the Norway and white spruces

particular attention to the methods of control.

— paying

The first part

of the paper is drawn to sore extent from other sources for the

purpose of pr^sentin^ a well-rounded account of this insert*
Since all control measurbs must be based on an intimate knowled
of the life history and habits of the insect to be controlled

,

a

detailed study of the life history and habits of this insect was
made, and is here

pre—II tad

«

Followin g this is a det

of experiments with a number of insecticides.

d

account

Based on these ex-

periments arc a number of recommendations, which, if carefully
followed, Bhould result in almost oorrplete control of the pest
The note included was published in corroboration of a similar

observation independently made but previously published by another
worker, and ad

is

evidence to that already published in regard to

u

the hOBt habit of the Chalcid parasite Ablerus cliaiocar] ae
AbI

i.

This insect is here conclusively proved to be at

times at least an egg parasite of the tent caterpillar, contrary to the known host habits of all other members of the
groui to which the parasite belongs.
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AMFRICAli SPFCITO n? TH^ GFKUP °O^LIPHRON KLUG

By Bennet A. Porter, B. s.,

Introduction.
This ppper deals with the American species of the

genus Sceliphron whioh is one of the genera of the
heoldae, or digger aasps.
The writer wishes to express his gratitude

*

r.

H. T.

Fernald for his untiring interest in the work, which was
rlally evidenced by the large amount of rater ial obtained

from many museums and private collections for which he assured
the responsibility; and without which the writer's task would

Be-

have be^n many times rore difficult, if not impossible.

sides being supplied with a large amount of material upon which
to work, the writer was given the use of a number of papers in

the private library of Dr. Fernald, including notes on speci-

mens of this genua in European collections, taken by him on a
recent trip to Furop-o.

To

Guy C. Orampton, the writer is

"Dr.

tteful for helpful suggestions concerning external anator.y.

Thanks are here extended to

T)r

.

0. w

.

Hewitt and F. w

.

L.

^laden for the examination of one of Provancher's types at
Quebec.

The list of ruseums,

colleges, and private individuals

who have kindly loaned material for this work is a long one:
to all of their the writer's thanks are extended.

-2Gencral Characters
Dicker wasps of the genua jiceliphron are of quite

good

size, ranging from one-hulf an inch to an inch or more in
.jth.

Great variation in size is found aao&g the members

of the ssjm species.

The oolors are mainly black and yellow.
The relative

The black may vary from fuscous to a jet bl*ok*.

amount of black and yellow present vary greatly even in the
Si.

e

species; in general, specireiis taken in southern regions

have more yellow than those taken iarther north.
A noticeable feature in this genus is the elongate,

thread-like petiole.

This is continuous, not consisting of

two segments as in many of the

j?pheo injia..

These wasps are Quite hairy in many pa.rts of the body.

When the hairs are extremely minute and procumbent,

iving

the surface a silky appearance, the condition is spoken of
is

"sericeous.

"

When t'ey are e oar Mr but still procumbent,

forming a dense mat over the surface, the col it ion is termed
5

"densely pubescent"

.

This condition ia found on the clypeus

and the lower part of the face.

Fhen they are coarser,

longer, upright, and separate from

oi.e

the term "Hairy," or "co trseiy hairy."

of the genus

Q celirhron

:

.nother,

I

haw

sed

The head and thorax

^re more or lees hairy.

A-ci

ost a^l

* The yellow varies from a pale yellow to ferruginous.
The
tl n of cyanide may be responsible for the ferruginous
color in sore oases; wherever such seemed to be the o ts
,

the oolor has been considered yellow in this piper.

"

_3the surface of the body is at least "slightly sericeous.

Most of the surface of the head and thorax, when not
obscured by the presence of too much hair, will be found
to be more or less punctate.

In some cases the punotation

will consist of mere slight depressions of the surface, in

other c*8es quite deep pits will be found.

Close examina-

tion shows that many of the hairs arise from these pits.
The surface of the abdomen and of the legs is rostly non-

punctate.

Many parts of the surface of the thorax are covered
with

r

ore or less parallel lines, the depressions between

these lines being usually pitted.

This condition is known

as "striate."

The wii^gs are fairly large, and are nearly hyaline,

having a tin^e of color varying from ferruginous to fuscous
They are usually clouded with fuscous near the apex.
color of the viens varies from ferruginous tc fuscous.

The

External Anatory
th^t
The hypogiiathoua head, viewed from above, seers to be
two to three tires as wide as long.

In that position, the

compound eyes take up a little over one-half of the width of

the head.

In the area between them we find the three ocelli,

arranged in the form of a nearly equilateral triangle, the
two posterior ocelli being at about the highest part of the

head.

The distance between them is a little less than that

Viewed

from these ocelli to the margins of the compound eyes.

from the front, the head appears almost quadrate.

The face

is somewhat depressed, and in its centre is an elevation on

which the antennae are inserted

•

The compound eyes extend

downward almost to the bases of the mandible s, and nearly

touch the outer margins of the clypeus.

The clypeus is some-

what v triable in shape but with one or two exceptions is

bidentate at the lower margin.

In the female this condition

is represented by two more or less rounded lobes.

of

In males

faseiatum the lobes are extremely shallow, making the

lower margin almost straight across.

In mtles of figulum

the teeth are often very elongate and narrow, and are quite
widely separated.

In all males, except those of fasoiatum

the teeth are more pointed than those of the female*

The

clypeus is rather definitely marked off from the rest of the
head, the line of demarcation being Just below the insertion
of the antennae

.

The antennae consi st of twelve segr ei.ts in

-5the female, and of thirteen in the male.

antenna ie composed of three parts
and filament.

— the

The typical

scape, pedicel,

The scape, or basal segment, is composed

of the scape proper, and the bulb, which articulates in
the socket in which the antenna is inserted

•

The scape is

cut off obliquely at the base, and on its inner surface is

attached the bulb, which, while appearing like a separate
segment, is generally considered a part of the scape.

scape is the most robust of the antennal

segments.

The

The

pedicel is small, about as wide as lonj, and about half the
widtfc of the

scape.

The first is the longest of the filament

segments, their length gradually decreasing towards the end.

The filament reaches its greatest thickness at about the
third segment, gradually narrowing towards the tip.

antennae are frequently sericeous

— i.

The

e., covered with mic-

roscopic procumbent hairs, giving the surface a silky appearance
The antennae are usually carried in a curled position.
The mouth parts are for biting and chewing.

The randibles

of the female are large, grooved and ridged, shining, and

usually have a tooth on the inner surface near the apex,
while those of the male are less robust, and not toothed.

That part of the face above the olypeus is known as the

frons

.

and this extends upwards to the top of the head, which

is known as the vertex,

^inoe the vertex is not marked off

from the frons by any line or suture, its limits are rather
indefinite.

The frons is also extended downward on each

side of the clypeus to meet the narrow strip of the gen

te

.

-6above the bases of the mandibles.

In the lower middle portion

of the frons Is the slight elevation in which the antennae are

inserted.

Extending from the insertion of the antennae to the

median ocellus and then posteriorly between the lateral ocelli
and then posteriorly between the lateral ocelli is an indis-

tinct suture known as the frontal suture

Behind and below the compound eyes are the g enae or cheeks,
the part below the eyes being very narrow.

Behind the genae

and the vertex is the occiput, which surrounds the neck, or

anterior portion of the prothorax.
In the centre of the occipital region is a definitely

margined depression in which the neck articulates.
The head, with the exception of the eyes, is more or less
hairy.

The olypeus and most of the rest of the face are densely

clothed with a mass of procumbent, short hairs, sometimes with

additional upright ones.

The remainder of the head is sparsely

clothed with upright hairs.

The surface is more or less punctate.

Prothorax

.

The prothorax is smaller than either the re so- or

thorax.

It consists of two parts

— the

rr.eta-

short, narrow neck, and

the main portion of the prothorax into which the neck broadens
out posteriorly.

The true sternum has become reduced to a

small triangular plate between the coxae.

The pleura have

extended on to the ventral surface until they meet along the

median ventral line, thus replacing the sternum to some
extent.

The notum, or dorsal plate has extended downwards on

-7-

the aides

arid

posteriorly to a point behind the coxae,

tending backwards from the

T

Ex-

iddle of the side of the prothorax

is the pro thoracic lobe, which is more or less rounded in shape.

This never extends back as far as the tegulae.

In front of the

prothoraoic lobe is a depressed area, which may be somewhat
On the ventral side, the neck seems to

triangular in shape.

be separated from the main portion of the prothorax, or collar,

by definite sutures, giving the former the appearance of a

wedge pointing backwards into the collar.

Between the pronotum

and rcesonotum is quite a deep furrow, the pronotum here not

being closely appreseed to the mesothorax.

In the

the pronotum is a longitudinal median depression.
of the rrothorax is

never striate.

newly

i

iirtle

of

The surface

smooth, being only weakly punctata;

It is more or leas covered with sparse, coarse,

hairs.

Mesothorax.

The principal plate of the dorsal Burfaoe is

called the mesonotum.

This term is incorreotly applied, sin©#

the term notum should mean the whole dorsal surface of any

thoracic segment, but since the term mesonotum has been us-d

by nest workers to designate this plate, it will be so used
margin
throughout this paper. The posterior/of the mesonotum is juat
behind the fore wings; it extends laterally to the tegulae, an-

teriorly to the pronotum, downwards to the prothoraoic lobes,
and its margins next to the tegulae are somewhat reflexed.

In

the riddle of the anterior portion of the mesonotum is a well-

defined line, which may extend backwards half the length of

.

-8the plate, which is minutely and densely punctate, often

finely striate, and covered with scattered long hairs.
Bohind the mesonotum ia the scute Hum, which is a transverse
plate.

It is often more or less striate, the striations being

longitudinal.
soutellum.

Behind the scutellum is the so-called post-

Covering the bases of the fore wings are the

tegulae, which are semi-circular, saucer-shaped plates.
The pleural and sternum of the me so thorax are completely
fused together, no division between the two being visible.

The mesoplemon is bounded posteriorly and above by a groove,
which begins in a swelling above the coxa, and runs obliquely

forward and upward to a point below and behind the fore wings.

While this is in about the location of the pleural suture of
the typical thoracic segment, it cannot be considered such in

this case, since the area posterior to it is metathoracic

Hear the front of the r.esopleural region is a suture cutting
off a narrow strip from the main part of the mesopleuron.

This is called the episternal groove, and the two parts of
the mesopleuron thus rarked off, the epi sternum and epirneron

These last two terms are incorrectly applied, since the
epirneron has been defined as "the principal pleural plate

lying behind or above the pleural suture, in general forring
the posterior half of the pleurun," and "pleural suture" has

been defined as "the external suture between the epi sternum
and epirneron, extending from the wing process to the coxal

process."

Since the episternal groove

c u

not be considered

.

-9-

l

,oua with the pleural suture,

seen that the

tome

it can readily be

epif cron and epi8t:..rnur. are

iix-

oorruCtl> .applied, tut the usual practise ha« been followed
in this paper.

episternal groove

ie

jion a±so.

st

.

tt-.nde

The middle of th

across the

rior part of

the episternum is hollowed out to receive the prothoracic
lobe.

The up;er parts of the epieternum and the epimeron

The meBopleuron is coarsely punctate,

are out off by sutures.

sometimes striata.
t

The netathorax is so fused with the true

^thorax.

firot abdominal segment, pro odoeum
I

,

or median segment ,

that its limits cannot in all cases be exactly determined

•

It ie distinctly marked off from the r-iesothorax except Just

above the metacoxa, wh«re there is a swelling for the purpose

of preventing too much upward bending of the coxa.

The dorsal

surface of the metathorax is represented by the so-called post-

acutollum .

The propriety of termin,; this plate the jost-

scut-^ilum is open to question, but since it is the term used
it will be so used here.

by systoiratists,

It ie a narrow,

transverse pl.t-., less than half the width of the seutellum;
enlarged at the sides and somewhat produced forward to the
wingB.

The centre of this lateral enlargement is very

::.uch

depressed, the edges being ridged and the wing articulat
the hollow between the two ridges.
is very sic
to the metacoxi,

length

ui

,

s

in

The metapleural region

ug from the base of the hind win

it

dlsteao* considerably more than haxf the

the thorax.

The anterior and upper pj.it is some-

what wedge-shaped, ccrii.

,

down to a point in a pit just above

—

a

.

-10-

the mesocoxa, where it is Joined by the horizontal portion
or

of the metaplemon, which extends back to the hind coxa.

is

so/

This

et ire 8 definitely marked off from the lateral region of

the median segment by a deep groove, or the division may be

quite indefinite.

As is the case with the mesothorax, the

tapleuron is completely fused with the stern.il region.

Its

anterior, wedge-shaped portion is usually smooth and almost

devoid of pubescenc

At about the rid-point of the posterior

margin of this wedge is a pit.
Abdomen.

The true first segrei.t of the abdomer

,

which

has be^n superimposed upon the me tat nor ax, is called the

median segment

,

or propodoem

.

segment is divided into two parts
•Ad

true abd ominal

Th

—a

Ion-*,

slender petiole

its dilated portion, which forms the so-called first

dorsal abdominal segment.

This first dorsal segment together

with the petiole will be referred to as the first abdominal
segment*

The main portion of the abdomen is composed of six

segments in the female and of seven dorsal and eight venti al
segments in the male
The median
dorsum,

-...
,

nt is divided into four regions

or oentral portion, two

—

sides, and a posterior end,

these last three areasbeing continuous with each other and

surrounding the dorsum on three sides*

The dorsum is rore

or less squarely out off in front by the post-acutellum,
aiid

is surrounded and marked off by a broad shallow lurrow,

-11and in the middle 1b a shallow longitudinal depression.

About one-fourth of the way back in the
the median ee
l

£

;r

is a spifacle,

eiit

degression.

pli

r

)

I

gton of

situated just below the

The median segment is always rore or

less striate; in f istultris it becomes quite coarsely so,

while in other species studied it is

i

inutely striate •

The

striation8 run obliquely up the sides of the median segment
and transversely across the dorsum.
The petiole is elongate, straight, slender and subclyindriea.1

,

sr.ooth, shining,

not punctate, almost without

hairs or pubescence, although it may be faintly sericeous;
and is about equal in length to the whole thorax.

It arti-

culates with the median segment just above the hind coxae,

u^d

is held in place and moved by means of a prominent curved dorsal

muscle known as the funiculus.

The ventral part of the petiole

broadens out distally to meet the Bternum of the second abdor
segment.

Lb

1

Above the distal end of the petiole is a convex plate,

which constitutes the first segment of the rain body of the abdomen.

The sides of this plate are extended downward as two flaps,

one on each side of the petiole, and extend below the sternum.

The main portion of the abdomen is somewhat ovate, and is

more or less pointed at the tip in the female, the sting often

being protruded.
way.

The second segment is the largest in every

Spiracles are present on all segrents, but are visible

on only two, three, or four, depending upon the ar.ount of

telescoping which has taken place.

The spiracle of the first

segment is very near to the front, about half way from the

-1

-

attachment of the petiole to the highest point of the segment.

The others are situated in about the riddle of the anterior
rt ol

h

segment.

The hypopygium, or last Ventral segment

in the fur ale is long, triangular, pointed and

etr n.;ly convex.

It usually extends "beyond the last dorsal segment.

men of

tie

tl

is comparatively short

aid

The

less pointed at

the end.

There are s^ven visible dorsal segments,

ventral.

The hypopygium is shorter,

somewhat trunoate at its

which is partly telescoped over it,
,

jst of the

have numerous long hairs.

;*nd

nt

abdomen is

the last segment or two

The posterior

irgins of the ventral

abdoniiial segments are very anal lowly ©margin
.

s

and no more than slightly senioeous.

The female hypopygium is punctate,

L,-;-j

eight

tnd

•Ad and is partially concealed by the seventh ventral

smooth, non-punctate

tbdo-

t1

The legs are long, the fore legs being the shortest,

and the hind ones the longest and most robust

.

They are more

or less sericeous throughout and in addition, the coxae are

usually sparsely clothed with long hairs.
conical, larger proximaliy,

«nd

close proximity to each other.

The coxae are sub-

the bases of each pair are in
The trochanters are subconioai,

larger distally, smaller than their respective coxae, and nay
ve a few scattered

long hairs.

The femora are without spines

but *ith a very few scattered long hairs.

The fore and middle

femora are longer than their respective tibiae, while the hind
femora are a little shorter than their tibiae.

-13-

The foro femora are somewhat curved, whiie the others

ujly

ire

straight.

All ^re larger in the middle than at

their ends and all have a slight constriction at the base,

sugjesting another se^'

nt which may possibly correspond to

the second segment of the double trochanter of the

The tibiae are all narro* at the

terebrantiate Hymenoptera.
base

ax*d

eometiir.e8

broaden out to the

almost pubescent

.

ap<.x.

They are densely sericeous,

They have a few

ar

ill spines

8C itt^red over their surface in ai iition to thoe

the

apex, where we find several small spines, to jetner *ith one
or two large ones.

long,

At the apex of the

stout, curved, and

i

for-.;

tibia we find a

odif ied spine with a chitincus

blade which bears a row of closely set fine hairs on the
surface next the metatarus.
f

This with a corresponding modi-

cation in the metatarsus constitutes a cleaning apparatus.

The middle tibia bears two lon^;, stout, simple spines of

unequal lenjth.

The hind tibia bears two spines, one of

which is simple, while the other is larger, and
a manner similar to that on the fore tibi

being ruch curved.

i,

rr

odif ied in

but without

The tarsus consists of five segments.

The first, or metatareue, is the longest; the next three
are consecutively shorter and the fifth segr^nt is nearly
as large as the second.

The

B:

..ts

are narrow at the

base and broaden out on both sides to the ap x, each

segment being Joined to the middle of the

ipcx of the pre-

-14ceding one.

All are thickly cover-

with spinas on the

d

under side, with two or rore larger spinas on each aide
of the apex of each,

"he l%ut tarsal segment bears it

its apex two olawa between which is found the pulvillus.

The cliws ire long, sr.ooth, and point
the innter surface a minute tooth.
b.ise

of the claw,

Uid

8pine-like bristxe.

d

,

and may be.tr on

Arising from the inner

extending across to its tip is a long
The hind coxae are placed at the extreme

posterior end of the retathorax, and the legs are pointed
backwards.

Wings.

The wings are hyaline with a ferruginous to fuscous

tinge, and are usually clouded at their ends.

The Venation is

quite uniform throughout the group, and pr-.sents

value in determining species.

iiO

characters of

The distinguishing f-ature of the

venation of the wings in this group is the fact that the second
cubital cell receives both recurrent nervures.

This is also

characteristic of the spheoinae and 8ome PocLiinae, but not of the
Chlorioninae.

In the hind wings the cubitus is approximately

interstitial with the transverse median nervure.

Pince the

wing Te nation presents no f atur-s of value in deteri. inin
species, a detailed description of it will not be given.

The

winge, with the parts nai ed after Cresson are shown in Plate
II, figs. 6 and 7.

.

,

Gunitali

^lr,

.

The structure of the male genitalia throws quit© a

little light on the relationships of the Virions species.

The parts of the typical genitalia are as follows:
(1)
(2)
(

')

(4)
(5)

CaxM_o,
Cl^ii

or basal segment

r.J'3

Uncus or central portion
Volaellae
,

E a,;ittae

The olaspers are the two larger outside pieces, which

usually enclose the other parts to some extent.
termed by F.adoskowski the branche du forceps.
is the central piece of the genitalia.

They are
The uncus

This may be a single

undivided piece, but in rrany genera it is divided into two

hook-like parts more or less united to each other.

Possibly

it is this condition which led Badoskowski to call this

structure the "hooks"

("crotchets").

find the eagittae

d

the volsellae

Next to the uncus we

outside of them and next to the cl

>.b

In rrany cases the sagittae and volsellae are

more or less fused together j in which case Fadoskowski terms
the whole structure the

"

bouolier

."

In the genus ^celiphron we find the following features:

The c;*rdo is a

er

all plate, closely applied to the

olaspers, which xre cut off obliquely at the base.
The olasyers are long

end

stout, and alrost entirely

enclose the other parts from above.
scattered hairs at its extrerity.

There are a few
At the

b

I

claspers ire two inward projections which reet.

of the

.

i

h

,

.

-1 Just ventral to the dashers we find the uncus, or

central structure of the genitalia*
of two pieces, loosely connected by a

of their length.

This aeons to consist
ift

.ne

rthe

three— J

They originate near the base of the elaspere,

and have narrow extensions into the basal region*

portions, which are not

c

mooted

by a membrane

,

The outer
are moi e

heavily chitinized, and are more or less curved or hookshaped.

On the ventral side, at about the

1 tee

where the

hooks separate are t*o lobes, bordered with short spines.
Since these h^ng directly downward, they ray be pushed to
one side or to the other when the genitalia are mounted for

study

Ventral to the uncus and connected with the anterior
vei.tr il edge

of the

cudo

i3 the combined structure composed

of the volsellae, and the sagittae, which Fadoskowski calls
the

"

bouolier"

pieces which

This is composed of the volsellae, and the

.

will term sagittae, fused to the inner side

I

Whether they are homologous to true

of the volsellae.

sagittae may be open to question, but they will be termed
such in this paper.

Ventre

to the ge. italia is the 8th ventral

of the abdomen, called the hypopygium

of Radoskowski

)

.

(

couvercle

St

,;

..t

.nitale

This is a sub-triangular plate which con-

ceals part of the genitalia.
These structures bare proved useful in determine

specific

r..l

*tiori8hip8.

The genitalia of the different

-17"varieties" and species which
caer

I

have placed under

^ntarium present no essential differences, showin

that the whole series constitutes but a si;

The genitalia of fistulare

and f asolatun

ipsoles«

m

y

very

different from any of the others, showing these species
to be distinct.

Those of luoae and fi^ulum are very

similar to those of caementarium

but these sreoies are

very evidently distinct from the latter, because of

structural and other differences.

CI isaification and Analytical Keys

key to the

A

Br. Ashrread

ii .s of the

Spheooidea is givSD by

(Can. Fnt. Vol. XXXI, p. lbk.) and will not be

repeated here.
taJten from

fair

.

The following key to the sub-families is

that prepared by Tern aid (Digger Wasps of Korth

America. Pr oc. U. P. Mat. Kins,, XXXI, p. 308) and from
Ashmoi.d

(Can. Tint. Vol. XXXI, p. 548).

AnalyticalKey to Subfamilies of
1.

?

.jjdae

Second cubital cell receiving only the first

recurrent v«itn; the second recurrent vein received by the
t

ird cubital cell, or at least beyond the second transverse

cubital.

(Both recurrent veins are received by the first
2

cubital cell in a few extra-linital forms)
second cubital cell receiving both recurrent veins,

or the second recurrent vein is interstitial with the second.
-t"»-a_Y^

aerie

cubitus,

cUHio^h iov^ el"' *Me<,

1~he

-f

iVSTt

rtcurr^wf

fc

-u

-

first trax.sverse cubitus, or theii received by the first

cell

3

Antennae inserted on the middle of the face}

13.

claws with one to six teeth beneath; tibiae strongly

spinous, or at least never with weak or feeble spines;
t .raal

comb in female present (except in Tsodonti

)

ChlorionitUe (Fphecinae ^itliers)
Antennae inserted far anterior to the middle of the
face; claws simple, without teeth, or at nost with a single

small tooth near the riddle: tibiae smooth, not spinous;

tarsal comb in fertile never present

Podiina^

.

Claws simple, without a tooth beneath; tibiae
more or less spinous; tarsal

oomto

in female present;

abdomen most frequently very elongate, the petiole ormpoaed
of two segments, rarely of only one segment; cubital vein
of hind wings usually originating beyond the transverse

median vein

^Thsoinae

(Ari

opSilinae 4uthers)

Cla*s simple, with a single tooth beneath,
8ometiir,ea

tithough

Yery minute more rarely without a tooth; tarsal

comb in female absent; abdomen always with a one-segmented

petiole; cubital vein of hind wings interstitial or

nearly so
4.

4.

Antennae inserted on the middle of the face;

roetathorax with a lar

not

lon^;

;

;c

l/-shaped area above; reeople^ur*

u than the height of the thorax

^aelirhronlnae

-19Antennae inserted far anterior to the middle of the
face, on or Just above an imaginary line drawji from the

base of the eyee; metathorax without a large (1—ahaped urea
above; mesopleura much longer than the height of the

Podiinae

thorax

Key to Genera of the ^oeliphroninae

Species blaok and yellow, not metallic; clypeus flat,
at apex usually bidentate; transverse median nervure in

front wings not interstitial with the basal nervure, but

uniting with the median vein a little before the origin of
the basal nervure; petiole of abdomen about twice as long

Soeliphron Klug.

as the median segment

Species metallic blue or violaceous; clypeus anteriorly
tri-dentate; transverse median nervure in front wings

interstitial with the basal nervure; petiole of abdomen
not or scarcely longer than the median

8

lit

Chalybion Pahlb

Key to American ftrecies of
1.

£•

3.

g celiphron

fasoiatum Lej

Tegulae and scape of anteniia blaok
Tegulae and scape of antenna yellow

2

Abdominal segments bordered with yellow

3

Abdominal segments (except first) entirely black

4

Yellow border of abdominal segments wide
Yflllow border of abdominal ae

.

las

.

i-lceneis Fa.b

.

L^_

.

ts narrow
j ar

1)

;

.

;

-204.

Median tegMftt definitely marked off below from

metathorax by a

f i stul-.-ra Pahlb.

,roove

det-i

Median segment not definitely

r

xrked off below

from metathorax
5.

5

Hind legs with the basal portion of the tibiae

and the greater portion of the tarsi yellow
cae ment arium Vr ury

Hind legs almost entirely black
fj f;ulum "Dahlb

.

Genus ^celiphron Klug

Sceliphron

K"lu f:,

°chrift. Ges. naturf. Fr

Heue.

Berlin III, 1801, p. 561.
Pelopoeus Latreille, Hist, nat. Crust. * Insect. Ill,
1802, p, 334. Genotype Soeliphron spirifex (Linne), designa"

by Bingham (Faun. Brit. India, Hym. I, 235, 1897.

The genus ^cdiphron was established by

Hug

including under it the following species: spirifcx

radranpatanum

spirlfex Linn6 )

;

lunatum

lunata Fab

(

fl.hex

(

(

Pphex
.

)

S]hex cyanea Linne )

The fourth siecioe,

and fuscum, a new species.

(

^phex m idraspatana F-b

cyaneum

. ) ;

in 1801,

fli-hsx

cyanea

Linne, had been placed in the genus Chrysis by Linne in the
i

th edition of the

P\

Haturae.

-ia

described by Klug as fuscum

,

F».briciu8 as ftphex hemiptcra .

)iu.d

The fifth species s,

already been «1escribed by

Hone of these s;ecies was

.

-21design^tcd by Klug as the genotype, and for nearly one
hundred years the genus ^oeliphron was without a design vted
type si>eoie8.
The jenus Pelopoeus was established by Latreille in
180L, giving as examples Pphsx spirifex linne

lunata Fab,, neither species being de«

,

and Pphex

ted as the geno-

In 1810, Latreille (Cone, Gen,, p. 38j jave siirifex

type.

ae an "exempl" of the

(

>enus Pelopoeus

,

and these examples

have been given the value of type designations by a ruling
of the International Commission

Bingham, however, in 1897, designated the same species,

8pirifex Linne as the type of the genua goellphron

.

These

two genera, now having a common genotype, become synonymous,

and Pelopoeus

,

described a year later than Pccliphron, must

fail as a synonym.
The genua Pceliyhron ray be characterized briefly aa

follows: black and yellow, petiole slender, elongate, nearly
aa long aa the entire thorax.

a.r

Pceliphron oaemen'LiurT
iox c

p.

(T)r

ry )

terentaria T)rury Illustr. Nat, Hist. I., 1770,

105. £

^

Fphex f lavomaculata
177'5,

p.

588 n, 4.

,er. ''em, hist.

Insect. Ill,

.

-

?phex lunata Fabr. Pyst

.

gphex fiavipes Fabr. Spec

Entom. 1775, p.
.

.547

Insect. I. 1781, p. 444

gphex flavi punctata Christ, Naturg. d. Insect.

Pelopoeus

c aer
i.

'"7^'

p- 3

*

'

entarius Weetwood, "Drury, Illustr. Mat. Hist.
2 a I 1837, p. 99.

Pelopoeue architectus (Klug) Lepeletier

,

Hist. nat.

Insect. Hymen, III, 1845, p. 313

£

Pelopoeus 8ervlllei Lepeletier Hist. nat. Insect.
Hymen, III, 1845, p. 313.

Pelopoeus canadensis Smith, Cat.
f^T,

1856, p. 233.

-p

Brit.

Hyrrian,

*'us.

IV,

<?

Pelopoeus nigriventris Ach. Costa,

Ar<.

nue, Zool.

Kapoli, II (1862) 1864, p. 60.

Black and yellow, the amount of yellow being extremely
variable.

Legs always variegated with £r&llow; scape of

antenna and the tegulae invariably yellow.

Best of body

scmetir es entirely Ulaok and soretimes with considerable

yellow.
iremale

Headi frons slightly depressed, insertion of

antennae slightly elevated; upper part of olypeus somewhat
convex; olypeus bidentate or bilobed at apex, the lobes

rounded; frons except above antennae and olypeus covered
with a dense black to golden pubescence; and also nurerous

upright black to brown hairs; antennae slender, filiform,
the

tat* having the following relative lengths:

1/19, 8/C

-

5/27, 4/22, 5/17, 6/15,

12/10;

5—

7/1%

8/12, 9/10, 10/10, ll/«

scape yellow, bull) fuscous, remainder of antenna

black, very minutely sericeous; mandibles very dark

rru^inoua to fuscoua, slightly hairy towarda the baa^
with longitudinal raiaed linea

arid

,

furrows; frons above

antennae, and vertex not or only slightly pubeacent, but
with numerous erect blaok to brown haira;

8paraely punctate;

frontal auture not very dlstlnotl gen a and occiput weakly

punctate, and covered with conase, erect, black or brown haira.
ThoraX: aurfaoe of prothorax punctata,

covered with

long, erect, black to golden haira; dorsal surface sometimes
*ith a yellow spot, which may be interrupted in the riddle.

Mesonotum black, hairy, densely punctate, and

SO]

ttimcs

striate, lateral edges siichtiy reflexed from tegulae bick;

tegulae yellow; soutellum often with a yellow apot, longi-

tudinally 8triate, hairy; upper part of meao-epi sternum often
yello*; r^at of me so-epi sternum and all of epimeron black;

whole pleural and sternal region hairy, punctate, sometimes

minutely striate; upper part of meso-epimeron a little less
punctate and more strongly striate.

.thorax black, except

the po8t-8Cutellum, which may have a median transverse yellow
spot; upper part of metapleural region etriate;

the part just

below almost entirely smooth and without hairs; posterior

portion of metathorax somewhat punctate and striate, not
-vary

definitely marked off above from the median segment.

- 4-

lfedian segment:

black with often

sometimes with three spots of yellow
u.d

r

ore or l^ss yellow;

— one

at end of

one at each side Juat anterior to the spir

int

8

B|

ac

^~

times with only one aorr.etlres with two at end of segment,
the rest bein,5 black; hairy, punctate and finely striate,
the striae running obliquely up the sides and across the

dorsum.
Abdomen: petiole smooth, non-punctate, or only very

slightly so, minutely sericeous, blick, yellow, or black

dorsally and yellow ventrally, abdomen ovate, pointed at
apex; black, except the first dorsal segment, which may have

an irregular spot of yellow, or a smaller spot on each side;

smooth, and no more than slightly sericeous except the last

dorsal and ventral segments, which are sparsely hairy and
punct tte.
Legs.

Anterior four: coxae, black; trochanters black

with a yellow apical rim on the posterior and inner side;

femora black proximally, yellow distally; tibiae yellow;
tarsi yellow at base, the outer segments becoming fuscous.

Hind legs: coxae black, trochanters usually black,

(rarely

fuscous or ferruginous) with a yellow apical rim on inner
side;

femora black, tibiae yellow baaally, black distally;

tarsi yellow at base, the outer segments becoming fuscous.

Coxae and trochanters of all legs sparsely hairy; entire
surface of legs more or l^ss sericeous; tarsal claws

ferruginous to fuscous, with a minute tooth near the middle

-25surface; spines on legs varying from yellow to

r

fU800U8.
Wings: transparent with a yellowish to fuscous tinge;
outer

ns slightly infusoated;

i

fen ujlnous

to fuscous;

larger veins yellowish

wings often with a sli ;ht violet

or purple reflection.

Male
ib J omen

differs from fer ale as follows: slightly smaller;

.

shorter and less acute; t~eth of clypeus rore pointed.

Genitalia, ^ee Figa. lo

Length

female 17-26

:

Habitat

!

,

run;

17, A 18.

male 13-23 mm.

North, Central, Iiiaular and £outh America.

The most northern records I have of it are "Canada"
Canada; 'Uchigan, and Waahington.

I

hu,ve

south aa the Barbadoes and Costa Pica.

,

Joliette,

records as far

Cameron also reporta

it from Brazil.

Typee
of

ft

.

The only type known

t.

be in existence is that

Ith's canadensis in the British Museum,

where it was ae

by Dr. Ternali in 1913.
This species comes closer to f igulron than to any other
species,

^jciiphron oaerentarium always has at least the

ba8al half of the hind tibiae and the basal two segments of
the hind tarsi yellow; whereas figulum has the hing legs

almoet entirely black or fuscous, tue tibiae h

tv

n, a slight

yellow ttreek below basaliy, and the two or three basal
segments of the tarau8 sometimes becoming yellowish.

Also,

with f igulum the teeth of the olypous of the male are often

.

-

-

very elon ;ite and iruTow, which la not the case with

It has already been stated that the amount of yellow

present in this specie a is very variable.

This has led to

its desoriition under a number of dif treat names,
tod as distinct species,

being dee

or subspecies.

st

and others as varieties

With a large number of specimens, tak<

from many parts of America, it hae been possible to show that
the whole group is one species, though with a great amount of

variat on.
The amount of yellow pres nt on the legs seens to be very
The scape of the antenna and the te ;ulae

nearly constant.

t

are always yellow.

ment

ind

The abdomen, except the firet dorsal seg-

the petiole, is always Sleek «

The variation, then,

occurs ohiefly on the thorax, petiole, and first abd minal
segment

Beginning with the type having the largest amount of
yellow, we nave scrvillei

,

described by Lepeletier in 1845.

In this the yellow is distributed as follows: the dorsal part

of the prothorax, tegulae, a str ak downward below the tegulae,
aoutelj-um, post-soutellum, a spot on each side of the median

segment anterior to the spiracles, a very large spot at end
of m&dian seg ent a this soretimes very much produced forwards,
the entire petiole, and almost all of the first dorsal abdo-

minal segment.

In sore the petiole, ins*

j. id

of

Leii.

i.tirely

.

7-

yellow, has a fuscous streak on the dorsal aide; in others

there Is a definite black streak in the sure place
etill others almost the dorsal half is black.

,

w.d

in

Parallel

with this has occurred a reduction in the size of the

s]

ots

on the median segrent, those at the sides tending to dis-

appaafj

men^

vi;''

that on the end being Btt&h smaller,

ich speci-

were described as S fhex ca>i ei.taria by Drury in 177

,

and as Sphex flavi punctata by Christ, in 1791.

Mext we find theamount of yellow on the ventral side of
the petiole gradually disappearing until it becomes entirely

black.

jcimens showing this condition were described in

1773 by DeGeer as ftphex f lavomaculata and by Fabricius in 1775
as Sphex lunata .

From this point

n, the reduction in amount of yellow

seems to take place in two main regions

— at

the end of the

median segment, and on the first dorsal ubdorlna^ segment.
The spot at the end of the median segment is very much reduced
in size in some specimens, and in some is narrowed in the

middle.

In still others it is divided, formin

small spots instead of one larger one.

described by Smith in 1856 as canadensis

;

two separate

This variation was
.

In other specimens

the spot or spots at the end of the median segment have cor-

pletely disappeared, giving us a variation which has not been
described

Other specimens which retain the spot at the end of the
median segment, lose to a gr ater or less extent the yellow

•seta the fir at dorsal segment of the abdomen.

The lunate mark

becomes divided in the middle , and the two spots thus formed
may become reduced to mere dots, or disappear entirely.

variation was described in

ni^riventas

1 C) 64

by Ach. Costa as

and in 1846 by Lepeletier as

(

(

This

Pelopoeus)

Pelopoeus ) arohit^ctus

.

Parallel with the reduction in the amount of yellow on
the median segment and abdomen has occurred a similar reduction
in the amount on the dorsal sur ace of the thorax and on the

when the yellow has all disappeared except that

meeo-epimeron.

on the tegulae, we hive the variation described by Fabrious as

fiavipes.

(flphex)

where there is

;

Sa.u**sawre

speaks of variations of f lavipcs

resent a yellow sub-alar mark and others in w ich

the scutellum and pcot-scutellum may have ysllow fasci

From this scries, it is evident that there is a gradual variation from the eervillei form, with a large amount of yellow, down
to the flavipes variation with no yellow except on the legs,

tegulae and scapes of antennae.
of the

i

A detailed study of the genitalia

ales has shown that the genital structures are identical

throughout the group and there are no essential structural dif-

ferences found in this series.

It is thus evident that t>is

whole group consists of but one species, first described by

Trury as oacmentariura.

^ot?Iiphron figulum (Dahlbonn)

pulopoeue f i/ -lue (Western ann) Dahlboifl
Euroi

I,

.

1843, p. 23,

xi.

6.

,

Hymen.

£

P^lopoeus assii-ilis TDahlbom Hymen, Zurop. I»
1843, p. 23, n. 7

f

?

Pciopoeus vindex Lepeletier Hist. nat. Insect. Hymen
III, 1845, p. 317, n. 17

^

PcioposuB birnoulatus Lepeletier Hist. nat.
Insect. Hymen. Ill, 1845, p. 319, n. 19

£

Pelopo^us ohilensis Fpinola,, Gay: Hist. fis. Chile
Zool. VI, 1051, p. 395, N. 1.

g ^

Black and yellow, the yellow distributed as follows:
scape of antenna, dorsal region of prothorajc, ecutellur

pcst-scutellum, tegula, a streak below

tht;

,

tegula, usually

a spot on each side and one at the end of median segnent,

sometimes the ventral half of petiole, an irregular spot
or spots on first dorsal abdaminal segment, and parts of

anterior four legs.
Fen ale Head

:

frons slightly concave, insertion of

antennae slightly elevated; anterior margin bilobed or bidentate

,

the lobes rounled; frons except above antennae

and olypeus covered with a dense golden pubescence, and

also numerous upright black to golden hairs; antennae
slenler, filiform, the segments having the following

relative lengths! 1/19, 2/4, V26, 4/22, 5/17, 6/14,
7/lo, 8/11, 9/10, 10/10, 11/9, 12/10;

scape yellow,

bulb fuscous, the remain ier of antenna black, ve:

minutely eerioeoue; mandibles very dark ferruginous
to fusooue, slijhtly hairy towards the base, with

longitudinal raised lines and furrows; frons above
vertex,
antennaej/genae, and occiput, not or only slightly
pubescent but with numerous erect black to golden
irs,

aid

weakly punctate.

Thorax: Dorsal region of prothorax with a iarge

yellow spot; surface weakly punctata, covered with
long, erect, black to golden hairs.
iry, densely punctata,

Mesonotura black,

and eoifietimse striate;

scutellum

tr aievcrse, with a large yellow spot, longitudinally

striate, hairy; tegulae yellow; upper part of meso-

epist^rnum yellow; rest of m^ so -epi sternum and all of

meso-epimeron black; whole pleural and sternal region
hairy, punctate,

|

imes rinutuly striate; upper part

of neao-epimeron a little less punctate and more strongly
striate.

Metathorax black except the post-scute llun,

which has a linear tr uns verse yellow spot; upper and

anterior part of netapleural region striate; the part
just below almost entirely smooth and without hairs;

posterior portion of metathorax somewhat puiictate and
striate, not very definitely marked off above from the
Jian augment

.1-

Median segment

hairy, punctate and striate, black,

l

usually with three yellow spots

— one

on eaoh side anterior

to the spiracle, and one at the end above the petiole, this

spot varying ,;reatly in size, but usually covering the whole
end of the segrent and extending forward on the dorsum leaving a central black band which In front widens to the full

width of the dorsum

—

(I

have one specimen from Chile in w\icfc

the nedian segment is almost

I

tirely black, suggest in g the

possibility of a variation similar to that occurring in
caei ont »rium)

.

Abdomen? petiole smooth, non-punctate

,

or only very

•lightly so, faintly sericeous, black, suretlres with the

ventral portion yellow; abdomen ovate, pointed at apex, black
except the first dorsal segment, which has an irregular yellow

mark, ooietimes interrupted in the riddle; smooth, and no more
than slightly sericeous except the last dorsal and ventral

lip Ulttj
LeKs

v/nicih

?

Ml

>i^raely hairy imi pui.ct.t-~.

anterior four: cosae black; trochanters black

witb a yellow apical rim behind; femora black proximally

yellow distally; tibiae yellow; tarsi yellow at base, the
outer segments becoming fuscous.

Hind legs: almost entirely

black; trochanters with a yellow apical rim on inner side
and sometimes with a small spot of yellow on outside;

tibiae

with an inconscpiouous yellow streak on lower surface bas^ally;

tarsi sometimes fuscous with the first

inous below instead of black.

e

nt or two ferric

Coxae and trochanters of all

legs sparsely hairy; entire surface of legs more or less

-

tarsal claws fuscous, with a very minute tooth

U6;

near
;

th«-,

2-

riddle on the inner surface; spines on lege vary-

fromyellow to fuscous.
Wings: transparent with a yellowish tinge; outer margins

slijhtly infuscated; larger veins yellowish ferruginous to
fuscous.

In wings which are the most fuscous there is a

sli.ht violet or purple reflection.

Male.

Differs from female as follows: slijhtly smaller;

abdomen shorter and less acute; teeth of clypeus usually more
pointed than those of the female, but vary in a marked degree
sore being very elongate, and others shorter and not as pointed.

Genitalia: similar to those of

,

caementarium

,

but tips

of uncus are longer, more slender, and do not curve back as

much.
L^n^tht female, 19-25 mm; male 17-24 mm.

Habitat: North, Central, Insular, and South America.

most northerii record I have is Brownsville, Texas.

The

Specimens

have been taken in Cuba, Jamaica, and Trinidad and from several

places in Mexico and Central America.

In South America, specimens

ve been recorded from Para, Brazil; Ecuador, Colombia, Chile,

and Bahia Blanca, Argentina, this last beiig the most southern

record which has come to my notice.
Types:

The type of asoimilis was studied by Dr. Fernald

in the University of Lund in 1913.

types is unknown.

The location of the other

i

-

-

The original descriptions of flgulum and aeaii lie
by Dahlboitl are extremely meagre

,

but oould apply to no

other spttoioe of Soelirhron than the one here described;
the two were separated by Dahlboirt on the basis of the color
of the wings,

those of

those of f ;ulum being dull yellow brown and
t

lie being fuscous.

Since there are such

ng shades of ferruginous and fuscous in the wings of

this species, it seems very likely that Dahlbow
the same species under two names.

described

The descriptions of

bir iculatus and vinde* by Lepeletier are identical in almost

Lu-*±M±&t every reelect and also with those of fi,:ulus and
a38imills by Dahlboia as far as they go, and there la no
question as to their identity.
in doubt.

About chilenais

I

ar

somewhat

As described by FpLnola this species differs from

fig alum only in having the median segment entirely black instead of with three spots of yellow.

Only one specimen from

Chile was available for study; this speciren had two faint
dots of yellow at the end of the median segment and none at
the sides.

Since these spots are likely to vary greatly in

8120, it is reasonable to suppose that they ray entirely dis-

appear in some cases, as occurs in caemeiitarium.

With other

specimens from southern South America, it would be possible
to determine whether or not ohilensis could be included witfcin
the range of variation of this species.

,

-
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The differeiioes between this species and ?oeliphron
jiudxitj.rium

have already been noted under the description

of that species,

but with fist glare
jbi

iperf icialiy

,

f igulmn resembles f istulart.

,

the median segment ia marked off below

the metathorax by a deep, definite groove,

the

u;d

median segment has six spots of yellow, neither of these
features being found in f i,:ulum.

Soeliphron fi3tulare (Dahlboffl)

Pelopoeus fiatularis Pahlborn.
I,

Europe

Hymen.

1843, p. 88, n. 8, 1845, p. 434, n. 17. f> o*

Pelopoeus iiJBtrio Lepeletier

,

Hist. nat. Insect.

Hymen III, 1845, p. 316 n. 15 jp d*
Black and yellow; median segment shining, strongly
striate, and with six spots of yellow; pubescence golden;
tars

1

.rked

claws without a tooth, median segment definitely
off below from the met:jJiorax by a deep groove.

Female H ead; frons

d.

-sed

,

insertion of antennae

slightly elevated; upper part of olypeus slightly convex;

clypeua bidentate or bilobed at apex, the lobes rounded;
frons except above antennae and olypeus covered with a
dense golden pubescence; and also numerous erect golden
hairs; antennae slender, filiform, the segments having the

following relative lengths! 1/£1, 8/4, 8/B*i
7/11, 8/10, 9/9, 10/9, 11/8, 12/10;

4/21,

5/17, 6/14,

scape yellow, bulb fuscous,

rr

—

i

-35remainler of antenna bi

very inuteiy sericeous;
I

Mandibles veiy dark ferruginous to fuscous, without a
oth on inner surf».o«, slightly h tiry towards the base;

frons above antennae; vertex, genae, and oociput not or
only sli .htly pubescent, but with numerous erect golden
irs, weakly punctate.

Thorax: surface of prothorax weakly punctate, covered
with lone
spot?

i

erect, golden hairs; dorsal surface with a yellow

sorretir.es a

yellow spot at each side.

Mesonotum black,

hairy, densely punctate, rcinutely striate; tegulae yellow;

seutellum with a large yellow spot, longitudinally striate,
hairy; upper part of me so-epi sternum yellow, rest of reso-

epi sternum and all of mesc-epimeron shining black; whole

pleural and sternal region hairy, punctate but not striate.

Metathorax smooth, or at rost only very weakly and

s;

irsely

punctate, shining black, except the poet- scute Hum, which has
a linear transverse spot of yellow; "etathorax very definitely

marked off above from the median segment.

Median segment: shining, black, hairy, not noticeably
punctate but quite strongly striate, with six spots of yellow
one on each side anterior to and expending backward below the

spiracles, one on each side of the median line of the dorsum,
and two at the end above the base of the petiole*
wlthuut.

a t o oth

£uwjus t

18*.

Abdomen: petiole blacl. , with a narrow yellow line on
the ventral surface, almost entirely smooth; first dorsal

segment with a yellow spot, *hich Is larger at the sides;
rest of abdomen blac}

,

smooth, and no r.ore than slightly

sericeous except the last dorsal and veiitr

vl

segments,

which are sparsely hairy and punctate*
Leget anterior four: coxae black

;

trochanters black

with a yellow apical rim posteriorly and on the outside,

•ften with a yellow spot on anterior surface; femora with
a small area of black basally, the remainder yellow; tibiae

yellow; tarsi yellow, the outer segments becoming fuscous*

Hind legs: coxae black with a sub-quadrate spot of yellow
behind and often another spot on the opposite sii's, the two

sometires meeting; troc'

=r«

black to fuscous, with some-

times an indefinite yellowish area, femora black to fuscous
with a narrow yellow line outside; tibiae fuscous, yellow

below distal ly; tarsi fuscous*

Coxae and trochanters very

sparsely hairy; surface of legs more or

l-ioo

erlceous, that

of the tarsi and tibiae especially so; spines fuscous to

ferruginous; tarsal claws fuscous, without a tooth.

)
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Wi

transparent

:

frith

ft

yellowish to fuscous tinje;

outer rargins slightly inf uso?*.ted

;

veins f ueoo- ferruginous;

wings often with a slight violet reflection.
.la

Differs fror feraie as followst slightly smaller;

.

abdomen shorter and less acute; t^eth of olypeus not broadly
rounded; but pointed

(not so much so, however, as in

tarium

cju

or fl f ;ulum .

Genitalia.

Tip^e of uncus curving gradually, blunt,

z^ot

pointed, ^ajittae, volsellae, and claspers somewhat similar
(Plate IV, fi^s. 19 and 80«)

to those of S. c aem.cn tar 1 urn.

Len

;th

ji

;

female, HO-24 mm; male 17-21

tat : Mexico, Central

,

.

Insular and South America.

reports it as far north as Atoyao, Vera Cruz
from Insular America is from I/ontserr

vt.

I

Para and Obidos, Brazil; And one from Peru.
south the ran^e of th

Type si

s

species extends

I

ron

The only record

have specimens from
How much farther

canr.ot say.

The location of the types of this species is unknown.

Soeliphron f-ASCiutur. (Lepeletier)

Pelopoeus faaciatus Lepeletier, Hist.
Hymen, III, 1845, p. 315 n. 15.

n.vt.

Insect.

£>

Peiopooua argent i frons Or ess on, Proc. IntoB« ^oc. Philadelphia, IV, 1365, p. 136

O

Shining olacfc, with pile yellow markings on thorax and
first dorsal abdominal segment, pubescence and hairs silvery,
lega black.

Female Head

;

black, frons slightly depressed, insertion

of antennae slightly elevated; upp^r part of clypeus somewhat

convex, anterior edge ref lexed

,

bidentate or bilobed

,

the lobes

being rounded; frons except above antennae, and ciypeus with
a dense silvery pubescence and aleo with numerous erect silvery

hairs? antennae black, faintly sericeous, the segments having
the following relative lengths: 1/19, 2/4, 3/24, 4/18, 5/15,
6/13, 7/11, 8/9, 9/8, 16/7, 11/6, 12/7: r indibles fuscous,

tips ferruginous, sparsely hairy towards the base; frons above
antennae, vertex, genae and occiput, not or only slightly pubescent
but with numerous erect, silvery hairs, slightly punot

it

Thorax: prothorax shining black, with two linear spots of

yellow on the dorsal surface, one on each side of the median

depression, weakly punct

;t

,

covered with white hairs.

llesonotum

-

-

black, densely and finely punctate and striite, hairy;

80uteiium with a tr u.sverse yellow spot, longitudiiially
striate; upper part of nieso-epistejiium yellow;

meso-ep internum and all of n.eao-epi

rat

of

ion shining black;

whole pleural and sternal region hairy, punctate and

striate,

Metathorax blaok except a narro* tr uusvei se oand

of yellow on the post-scutellum; upper and anterior part of

metapleural region almost erooth and with only a few minute
white hairs; ^oetericr part slightly punctate.
iiyi segment:

each side

,iust

shining black with a spot of yellow on

anterior to the spiracles, and two sub-circular

spots of yellow at apex, above the base of the petiole, minutely

punctate and striate, covered with silvery hiirs.
Abdomen: petiole shining black j slightly hairy and sericeous;

abdomen ovatj, pointed at apex, blaok except the first dorsal
segment, which has a yellow band on its xost^rior i^rgin, broad-

ening out at the sides, non-punctate and not more than very
slightly sericeous except the last dorsal and ventr:il segments,
which are hairy and punctata

Legs black, more or le38 silvery sericeous, the tarsi being

especially so; coxae and trochanters and sometirea the fc.ora,
<rsely hairy;
•*r

tarsal claws dark ferruginous, with a minute tooth

the middle on the inner surface; spines on legs fuscous.
Wings: transparent with a fuscous tingo, outer rtargins

infttaoat«4|

veins fuscous; wings often with a slight violet

or purple refection.

le
of clypeus

Differs from

M trly

fer

*le as

follows! anterior margin

straight; anterior tibiae usually with an

.

.

-

yellow

Idle tibiae often with a very

ill yellow spot

uncus 3lendor, tips bent at right angles

.11a:

to

i/.ain

axis; volaellae broad.

.bitat
e

Qe, 19-22

fe

hi

L<

rur;

(Pl^te IV, figs. 21 and 2Z)

.

mule 17-19 mm •

Isle of Pines, Hayti and Cuba.

.

The location of Lepeletier's type is unknown.

.

The type of Cresaon's

a_

*,i

frons is in the oolleotion of

the Entomological Society of Philadelphia.

This apeoiss seems to be very distinct
•rloan

8

s:

froia

all other

of Po^liphran .

^caliphron JamaioenaJB (Ftbriciaa)
F_

^r.aioensis F-r.bricius 8yst, entcm. 1775,

,

j

.

347, n. 10.
Pi*.iopot;ua

Janal(K-n:Ca r/oriciua.

y*t. Piez. 1804,

p. 804 1 n. 6.

Pwlopouus annulatus

,

Cress on, p roo. Rntoa« Soa

Philadelphia, IV, 1855,
fry pes

:

"B^ak

or

;..

155.

f>

&

fuscous and yellow, poe

jr margins

of all abdominal segments yellow; pubescence and
Fe.

»^

.

rs golden.

Head? frons slightly depressed, insertion of

antennae slightly elevitsd; upper part of olypeua somewaat
Convex; clypeus bidentate or bilobed at apex, the lobee rounded;

frons except above antennae, and clypous covered with a dense

golden pubescence and numerous erect golden hairs;

antennae

-40-

slender, filiform, the segr.c^ts
lengths: 1/20,

fl/5 i

10/9, 11/^, 12/9;

h

win j the following relative

5/85| */fi 0| 5/l7> 6/14, 7/11, 8/10, 9/10,

8Cxpe yellow, bulb fuscous;

second segment

fuscous above, yellow below; 3rd segrent yellow basally below
and at tip, rest fuscous;

4th and 5th segment sometimes slightly

yellow at tip; rest of antennae black, very minutely sericeous;
mandibles very dark ferruginous to fuscous, slightly hairy
towards the base, frons above antennae vertex, genae, and
occiput not or only sli ,htly pubescent, but with numerous erect

golden hair 8, somewhat punctate.
Thorax: surface of prothorax punctate, covered with long,
erect, golden hairs; dorsal surface alrost completely covered

with a yellow spot, which usually extends downward on each
side nearly to the oox-i.

Mesonotum black, hairy, densely

punctate, minutely striate; tegulae yellow; scutellum with a
large transverse yellow spot, longitudinally striate; upper

part of meso-epi sternum yellow; rest of meso-epi sternum and
all of mceo-epimeron black; whole pleural and sternal region

hairy punctate, sometimes minutely striate; upper part of mesoepimeron a little lees punctate and more strongly strivite.

Metsu

thorax black except the post-scutelium, which has a transverse
yellow spot; upper and anterior portion of metapleural region
almost entirely smooth and without hairs; posterior portion
of metathorax not very definitely marked off above from the
1ian segment.

-41-

Median

i

:,t

:

bji.ck with three

yellow spots

— one

on

each side at the anterior end oaoh of these extending down-

wards

ai«d

posteriorly to a point

— and

one at the end of

the median sequent and extending forward on the

d or sum

}

leav-

ing a central black band whioh in front widens out to the full

width of the dorsum; median segment punctate and finely
striate.

Abdomen: petiole smooth, non- punctate or only very

slightly so, minutely sericeous, black dorsally and yellow
vei.trally, the limits of black and yellow varyin

tly;

abdomen ovate, pointed at apex; first segment yellow, with
a fuscous stain above the petiole; r^st of sejr ents fuscous
to black | posterior

I

gins yellow; abdomen smooth, and no

more than slightly sericeous except the last dorsal and Ventral
segments, which are sparsely hairy and punctate.
Legs: Anterior four: coxae black; trochanters black with

a yellow apical rim on outside; femora black basally, the

remainder yellow; tibiae yellow; tarsi yellow at base, the
outer segments becoming fuscous.

Hind l*gst coxae black;

trochanters yellow with a fuscous apical rir

;

femora yellow

basally, the remainder black; tibiae yellow basally, black
distally; tarsi yellow and fuscous, first segment usually

fuscous at base and apex; the others yellow at base and

fuscous at apex, outer segments becoming entirely fuscous.

Coxae and trochanters very sparsely hairy; entire surface of
legs more or less sericeous; tarsal claws fuscous, with a

•48minute tooth near the middle on the inner surface; spines
on legs varying from yellow to fuscous.

Wings: transparent with a yellowish to ferruginous
tinge; outer margins slightly infuse vted; wings so etirres

with an extremely slight violet or purple reflection.

Male

.

Since no males were available for study

I

quote

from Cresson's description:
"Colored like the female except that the abdomen beyond
the first segment is fusco-ferruginous, with the apical

margin 8 faintly paler."
Length

female, 19-13

:

Habitat:

m

.

Hayti, The Bahamas, Cuba, Jamaica.
The location of Fabricius's type is unknown.

Types.

Th^t Af Cresaon's annulatus is in the collection of the

Entomological Society of Philadelphia.
As this species is the only one from Jamaica or the

lest Iniies in which the segments of the abdomen are bordered
with yellow, there seems to be little doubt that it was the one

which Fabricius described as jamaiceTisis

.

Fabricius does not

mention the presence of yellow on the petiole, but with the
color variation that occurs throughout this genus, he may have

described from a specimen in which the petiole was blaok or

Cresaon's annulatus, therefore, is synonymous with

trly so.

jqjai jeTlBJS

.

This species is somewhat similar to ffeeliphron luoae
with luoae,

the yellow borders of the abdomin

much wider.

The two are

j.1so

.1

,

but

segments are

very widely separated geographically

n
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goellphron lucae (PausBure)

Peiopoeus lucae S^uisaaure

,

fieiae, d. x«ovara,

Zool. II. p. 1, 1867, Hyreri, p. 30, n. 1.

£

<**

Black and yellow; posterior margins of all abdu inal
segments brolly yellow; pubescence and hairs all yellow.
Ferule

.

Head: frons slightly deprcissed, insertion of

antennae slightly elevated; upper part of clypeus somewhat
convex; clypeus bidentate or bilobed at apex, the lobes

rounded; frons except above antennae and clypeus covered with

a dense golden pubescence and numerous erect golden hairs;
antennae slender, filiform, the segments having the following

relative UfigthftJ 1/24, 2/5, Z/Zl
8/12, 9/11, 10/10, 11/9, 12/9;

,

4/84, 5/18, 5/15, 7/12,

scape yellow, bulb fuscous;

2nd s~j; set yellow; 3rd segment fuscous above, yellow below;

the rest of antennae black,

r

inutely sericeous; mandibles

ferruginous to fuscous, sparsely hairy near base; frons above
antennae, vertex, genae and occiput not or only slightly pubescent, but with numerous erect golden hairs, weakly punctate.
Thoras: ?urf ;ce of prothorax weakly punctate, covered
with long, erect, golden hairs; dorsal surface almost oor-

pletely covered with a yellow spot; sides of the prothorax
with another yellow spot.

Mesonotum black, hairy, densely

punctate, minutely striate; tegulae yellow; soutellum with a
large transverse yellow spot, longitudinally striate; upper

part of rieso-epistsrnum yellow; rest of tteso—epi sternum and
ail of meso-epimeron biiok,

— except

rarely a few snail spots of

brown; whole pleural and sternal region hairy, punctate,

Meta—

thorax blaok except the post- scute Hum, which has a transverse
yellow spotj upper and anterior portion of retapleural region

nearly smooth and without hairs; posterior portion not very
definitely marked off above from the redian segment.
dian segrent: black with three yellow spots

— one

on each

side at the anterior end, each of these extending downwards and

posteriorly to a poii*t, and one at the end of the redian segment

extending forwards on both sides of and extending over upon the
dorsum; redian segment punctate, finely striate, and hairy.

Abdomen: petiole

srr.ooth

,

non-punctate, ninutely sericeous

in places, yellow to ferruginous; abdomen long, ovate, pointed

at apex; first segment yellow, with a fusco-i'erruginous stain

above petiole; rest of segments black anteriorly, yellow pos-

teriorly, smooth, and no more than slightly sericeous except
the last dorsal and ventral segments, which are sparsely hairy
and punctate.

Legs; Anterior Four: coxae black, often ferruginous at

the tip; trochanters ferrujinous; ferora ferruginous at base
to yellow at tip;

tibiae yellow; tarsi yellow, the outer

segments beooming ferruginous.

ferruginous at ka*t

.

Hind legal coxae bl jk

the rest fuscous to black;

,

ferrvqi'*»ouj

tibiae yellow,

-

black distally; tarsi yellow, outer segments, probably beooring

ferruginous to fuscous.

(Only two specimens were available,

.

-45and both of these

Coxae

aiid

laded the last two tarsal segments).

trochanters very sparsely hairy; entire surface

of legs more or less sericeous; tarsal claws ferruginous with

a minute tooth near the middle on the inner surface; spines
on lege varying from yellow t

fuscous.

Wings: transparent with a ferruginous tinge; outer margins

slightly infu3cated; wings sometires

witja

an extremely slight

violet reflection.

Male . Only one male was available for study, and that one
was extremely small, and may have been abnormal in other
"Differed from female as follows: petiole entirely

respects.

black; teeth of clypeus more pointed; abdomen shorter and
le8 8 acute.

Genitalia: practically the same as those of

oaementariur

Tigs. 16, 17, & 18.)

Length: female, 80*24 mm; rale, 14 mm.

(Only one male

was available for study; this was probably unusually small.)

Habitat ; California, Lower California,
Type:

Probably in the $aussaure collection at Geneva,

Unidentified and Other Ppeoies
The following species have been described as occurring

within the geographical limits of this paper, tut have been

unrecognized or should be placed in other

-

.ra.
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Sceliphron argej*tipile (Provancher)
Pelopoetts

.i.r,

r-jiitipllla

Provancher. Ad'iit. Faun,

Canada, Hymen, 1887, p. £56.

£>

An examination of the type at Quebec by F. W. L. Sloden
at the request of Dr. C. Gordon Hewitt proved it to be not a

Pcoliphron but presumably a gphex.

Soeliphron fusouri (Lepeletier)

Pelopoeus fuaouo Lepeletier, Hist, nat. Insect,
Hymen, III. 1P45, p. 311, n. 9.

£>

The habitat of this species is unknown.

I

have been

unable to recognize this species, and it probably does
occur in America.

Whatever its identity, Lepeletier*

s

i.ot

name

f u8cum must be rejected as a homonym, having been previously
used by Klug for one of the species originally included in

Soeliphron

.

Poelirhron

pos tip latum

(Drury)

Pphex petiolatus Drury, Illustr.

I at* Hist. II, 1773.

p. 75; T. 39, F. 7.

Pelopoeus petiol vtue Westwood, "Drury: Illustr. Hat.
Hist. Ed. 2a II, 1837, p. 85; T 39, F. 7.

This species was described by "Drury from
hjis

it.

be^n unrecognized since, and
From a study of "Drury

!

s

I

h

T

lea.

It

we been unable to place

description and rlates,

that this species is not a Poeliphron.

I

Judge

.

.
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Fig. 1.

Dorsal view of thorax of female

Fig* 8«

Side view of thorax and abdomen of female

fl.

caementarli

c ^ement ar i urn

a.

prothorax

al. prothoraoic lobe
ac

anterior ooxa

bl

nesonotum

b2

scutellum

b3

mesothoracic epi sternum

b4

mesothoracic epimeron

t

tegula

fw

fore wing

hw

hind wing

ol

poet-soutellum

c2

anterior portion of metathorax

c3

posterior portion of metathorax

mo

middle coxa

pc

posterior ooxa

dl

dorsum of median segment

do

side of median segment

d3

end of median segment

d4

spiracle in median segment

f

funiculus

-48p. petiole
s.

Fi^. 3

spiiacle in let dorsal Vbd»minal segment

Front view of head of female 3. oaemt-.ntariuir

Fig. 4, Tarsal claw of 3. caementariui
.;•

5.

Tarsal claw of P. fjatulare

.

.

Plate II.
Fig* 6.

Wings of P.

c

iementarium with the vains named aooordiiig

to the usual nomenclature.

a

ax

anal
axillary

D

basal

o

costal

cu

cubital

d

discordal

f

fold

ff

f renal fold

fh

f renal hooke

m

median

r

radial

rel

first recurrent

re2

second recurrent

8

stigma

so

subcostal

sd

subdisool ial

si

sinus

tc

transverye oubital

tel

first transverse cubital
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Fig. 7.

transverse cubital

tc2

«r.

tc3

third transverse cubital

tm

trail averse

median

Wings of 8. oaenentarium

with the oella named

according to the usual nomenclature,
a

apl

first apical

ap2

second apical

o

ou

costal

cubital

oul

first cubital

cu2

second cubital

ou3

third cubital

cu4

fourth cubital

dl

first discoidal

d2

second discoidal

d3

third discoidal

m

median

r

rad ial

sm

Fig. 8.

anal

submedian

Tip of anterior tibia and baee of first tarsal

eegment of 8. oaementarfurr showing cleaning apparatus.
.

;.

9.

Ti:

of posterior tibia and base of first tarsal

gment of 8. oaenentarium showing cleaning apparatus.

.

.
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Fig. 10.

Clypeu8 of male

Fig. 11.

Clypeus of female ?. caeKentarium

Fig. 12.

Clypeus of male 8. faec latum .

Fig. 13.

Antenna of f er ale
b

bulb

e

scape

P

c >&

.

Q

.

t

c

.

nturluii.

.

Caerr.entariui:"

.

p pedioel

fil filament
Fig. 14.

Mandible of male g. eaementarium.

Fig. 15.

Mandible of female P. oaementarium.

Fig. 16.

Ventral view of genitalia of male g.
co

cla

car do

ola8per

vo

vol se 11a

8a

sagitta

u

c^e.

uncus

Plate IV - Male Genitalia
Fig. 17.

Uncus of P. oaementarium .

Fig. 18.

Voleellae and sagittae of

Fig. 19.

Voleellae and sagittae of S. fiBtularu.

Fig. £0.

Uncus of g. fistularo.

Fig. 21.

Uncus of

Fig. 22.

Volsellae and eagittae of g. faeciatum.

g

.

f--x

turn

8

.

oaementarium

.

e^arium

.

Plate T
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Plate II
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II

Fig. 12
Fig. 13

Fig. 14
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THE SPRUCE

GALL LOUSE

(CHERMES ABIETIS L.)

INTRODUCTION

The study of the

ace Gall Louse was suggested to the

writer late in the sumrer of 1916 by Dr. H. T. Fernald

.

This

insect had previously been studied by other observers, but
Dr. Fernald was of the opinion that there was need of a thor-

ough revision of our know
jthods of controlling it.

j

of its life history and the
st of the writer's time and

attention have therefore been given to those two features;
the rest of the paper has been partially drawn from other

sources in order to present a well rounded account of this

interesting insect.

Preliminary i.otes on this species made

by Mr. A. J. Flebut have be^n at the disposal of the writer,
and were helpful.

Many thanks are due to Dr. Fernald for his

ceaseless interest in the work and for the use of his private
library; to Dr. Guy C. Cram; ton for helpful suggestions, parti

cularly regarding the anatomy of the insect studied; to F. ?.

Regan and A. I. Bourne for helpful suggestions; to Miss Edith
Patch of the

lf aine

Fxreriment station and Professor C. P.

Gillette of the Colorado Station for information concerning
the host plants and distribution of this species.

—
COMMOH KA"E OF

C

^

While several species of Ch~.
various apruces in
ciea

lie*

-

ABIETIP L

.

ke ^alla upon the

a

England, Cherr.es abietis I.

commonly found in most localities.

r.ost

is the

It has been

called by a number of common names, such as "The European
ruce Bud-louse",

winced Cherries.

"

"The Yellow Cherr ts

The name in

r::ost

,"

and the "Green-

common use, however, is

the "epruoa gall louse", and it will be referred to ae 8uch
in this paper.

HISTORY OF THE SPRUCE GALL LOUSE
In Europe

Ch^|yeo

abietis L. has been known in Europe ever

en

sii>

began to notice the work of inaeot8 sad to record their obaervation8.

Its

i

resent name wa8 .jivon it by Liniio, in the tenth

edition of hi8 Systema Haturae, in 1758, but even pr vious

to

that time mention had been made of insects which produced galls
on spruce

,

referring to this or an allied species.

Linne iid

not enter into any detailed description of this insect or of
its life history.

Fifteen years later, in

177'),

Degeer gave

a lengthy and extremely accurate account of its life hist or.
to which very little has since been added.

,

Throughout the "Furoiean literature the villous species of
Cherries have been more or lees confused

of this being the case; of abietls L.
.vae

,

one particular instance

and viridis Patz., whioh

described in 1844, and whioh was considered identical

a,bietis L. until 1896,

ith

when Cholodkovsky showed the two to be

distinct, the one confining itself to the spruce, the other

migrating for part of its life cycle to the larch.

The fact

that the galls made by both species on the spruce are alrrost

identical doubtless led to the confusion.
Buckton, in his "British Aphididae", in 1890, jives a
complete life history and description of the stages of Chermes
^bietis L«,
I

ale.

and also describes what he considers to be the

Buckton*

s

observations have 3ince been discredited, and

there seems no doubt that he was mistaken.

Cholodkbvsky

,

in

1907, gave an account of this species in "Die Coniferen-lause

Chermes" together with a general discussion of the entire genus.
Two ywftra later, Professor Uuaslin summed up the work done the

preceding twenty years in his article "Die Keuen Frgebnisse und
Aufgaben der Chermes-forshung" in the Zoologisches Zentralblatt
for December, 1908.

-4In America
Ch

j3

ibietid L. was presumably introduced into the United

States from Furope with the Horway Prruoe, but
the introduction cannot be determined.

t

xact date of

In the literature, this

.cies has been so confused with others, especially with pini-

foliae Fitch and coolevi Gillette, that it is impossible to say
what is the earliest reference to it.

In 1869, Packard refers

to the TUelgee of the spruce" in his "Guirte to the study of

Insects", and nay mean abietis L.,

but it is more likely that he

refers to pinif oliae Fitch, since he say 8 that the galls were
terminal, a characteristic of the latter species.

Chermes

abieticolens. mentioned by Thomas in 1876, which was merged by

Cooley with abietis L.,

has since been shown to be distinct

from abietis L., ami identical with plnifoliae Fitch.

In 1887,

Oestlund, in his "Aphldldae of Minnesota" lists Chermes abietis
L. as occurring in America, but not in Minnesota.

However, due

to the con usion existing at that time rogarding the identity of

the different species, it is not certain that this list was

entirely correct.
In 1897 Cooley published the first extensive American account

of this insect, giving a full life history and description of
He considered abieticolenB Thomas as synonymous with

stages.

abietis

,

but this species was shown by M iss Patch in 1909 to be

not abietis
Fitch.

,

but one stage in the life history of pinlfoliae

Cooley also included a species from Coloxado which has

since be n shown to b~ distinct, and described as Chermes

s

.

:

coolevi by Gillette.

.

loan accounts since 1897

Mew.y of the

have been based on th at written by Cooley.
In 1909 Mi ss Patoh published "The Chermes of Maine conifers,"

which included notes on Cherm-s abietis L.

and as already rexi-

tioned, reroved abiticolens from abietis

1

showed it to be

identical with pinifoliae F itch.
of Cherries abietis L.

^yiiOnyr.y

Buckton &ives the following list of synonyirs for Che rr os
abietis L.
Chermes a'uietis L. Fab,, Schr., Kirby and Spenoe, Kj.lt.,
Koch, Pass., Patz., Leuckhart.
Aq

Igg

-;

,

illarum abietis Haliday.

A del ;us abietis Walk.
t

Aphis ^aiiaruin abiotie DeGeer

,

Bun

.

gaoohi phantu a abietis "Rurioola"

Flatiptua Amyot
Other synonyms and names of species which have been confused
with Cherries abietis L. are as follows:

Chermaphis M asks 11.
name for Cherry

Tt is

name was proposed as a new generic

.

Until 1896 confused with abietis

C herrrea

virldls Patz.

C_

abieticolen8 T homas.

;_8

synonymous with ablet

;

,

identical with pinilV.liae

.

Considered by Cooley to be

but shown in 1909 by Mi so Patch to be

Fitch.

Chorines ooolevi Gillette.

P.eoorded by Cooley as abittis

-5-

PISTBIBUTIOB
In America, thia species Beers to be confined chiefly to

the Bastera portion of the Transition Zone,

Cooley reported

that it was present from the Atlantic to the Pacific, but some
of his records refer to other species of Cherr.&s.

Profesaor C. P.

Gillette recently stated in correspondence that he had no knowige of its occurrence in Colorado.

In view of the frequent

occurrence of this p^st in nurseries, however, it will probably
be only a matter of tine when it will make its way to all sections
of the country where Norway and White spruces thrive, if indeed it

has not already done so.
In Furore, Che

abietls, I.

-3a very extensive dis-

tribution, being found as far norther as St. ""tersburg and as
far south as Parma, Italy.

HOFT ^LA&T
Unlike many closely related species, Chermes abietis L. has

apparently no alternate hoot plant, and se ms to confine its
attacks to two species of spruce

—

and Picea alba , the white spruce.

Picea abies

,

the Norway F;ruce,

Records of its occurrence on

the black spruce, Pic-^a ni^ra, have been shown to refer to

Ci

pinifoliae Fitch, and those of its occurrence on the Colorado
blue spruce

,

Picea pun gens

t

fen

ed to Chert eo coolevi Gillett

-s

.

-6hATURE OF TUT
As implied by the oomi on

I h JURY

mum

of this insect, the injury

inflicted by it consists in the formation of a gull.

occurs in the spring, just as
In i.oet

c:i.eee

are unfold in

*

This
.

The tw-

manages to grow through the gall, but suldom makes

the growth thut it would without being handicapped by the gall
at its base.

The twig is usually

co?

i.ely

surrounded, but in

some oases the gall is incompletely formed, only partially sur-

rounding the twig, which in such

c

is likely to be bent and

distorted

ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE
The spruce gall louse is of importance chiefly as a pest
of ornamental trees.

The injury consists in the formation of

galls, as already described, which at least distort and dis-

figure the tree, and when very abundant seriously retard its
growth.

In extreme cases the tree infested may be killed.

Miss Patch reports an instance where a single spruce three
feet tall showed 990 fresh galls, making further growth well-

nigh impossible.

One spruce hedge under the observation of

the writer has been entirely killed in spots and rendered un-

sightly
pest.

aid

uneven throughout as a result of attack by this

-7D ^FC^IPTIOME

Brief Outline

.

.

LIFT

I^TORY

.

AM) HABIT*

Before presenting in detail the life history and

habits of this species, it seems desirable to outline briefly
its life cyole.

The full grown nymphs emerge from the galls in 1st* sumrer
and early foil,
l^y e&je*

:

olt, and give rise to the winged females, whioh

From these eggs hatch the young ins-ots whioh settle

down in various places, chiefly at the baaee of the buds, insert
their setae, excrete a quantity of waxy r.aterial over their bodies,
and spend the winter in this condition.

In the spring the sur-

viving insects pass through three molts, growing rapidly, and
lay a large number of eggs about the Middle of May.
,8

From these

hatch the young which enter into the galls already forming

for their reception.

The greater part of the summer is spent

within the cavities in these galls.
within one ye

The life cycle is complete

*r.

Following this brief account is a detailed presentation of
the life history and habits of this interesting insect.

The gall #

As will be seen later, the galls are evidently

started by the feeding punctures of the overwintering female3,
but the exact nature of the stimulus is unknown.

The beginning

of the gall can be seen before the hatching of the young which

are to live in it.

It is formed by the enlargement of the

basal portions of the unfolding young needles, making a fleshy
mass into which the young enter on hatching.

.ternally the

,

galls have been said to resemble miniature pineapples.
vary from one-half inch to an Inch or more in len gth

one-half to three-fourths of an inoh in thickness.
sometimes number as many as fifty.
Chei-r.ee

,

They
and from

The cells

After the newly hatched

have entered the galls, the cells close over or grow

together externally, leaving a line shaped like an inverted V.
The gall is ^rean in color, and the lines mark

in,;

the entrances

to the galls are frequently tinted with a color varying from a

pink to a purple

.

The opening of the

.;.l11s

.

In midsummer, or liter, the

galls begin to dry up, causing the mouths of the cavities to
open, whereupon the nymphs, at this time full-grown, soon crawl
out.

The writer has been unable personally to note the time

when most of the galls open, but Cooley says that this occurs in

Amherst early in August, and Miss Patch gives the tint for Orono

Maine, as the middle of August.

The opening of the galls evi-

dently covers quite a period of time, because on September 81,
1916, when the writer's observations began, a majority of them
had opened, but here and there could be found galls, usually

•mailer than the rest, which were still closed, and it was as
late as the middle of October before all were open.
At the tire of the opening of the galls, the cavities in

them have become quite crowded with the

n.

mphs and their cast

skins, which, when the insects are carefully removed, will be

found attached to the posterior end of the body.

Th

cast

skins are distended with liquid pasoed from the insects, and

.

-Ithua r~8ei ble
ia the

inaeota

t)ie

3t

Rix.ce

v'oe.

t

three oaat 8kin8

number found attached to any one nymph, it has

been aaaumed that three molts usually occur within the gall.

The interior ia lined with a rosy-color

,

ulverulent, waxy

material sirilar to that covering the last atage nympha aa they
-rge

The

1 >.jt

mm* to 1.90

ata

nun.

t

;e

Theae v vry in length from 1.60

nympha.

and from .80 mm. to .90 mm. in width.

3y a.

of a pale rosy color, soretir-e with a yellowieh tinge, especially
on the head ami thorax and are more or le3B cover-d with & waxy

The wing pad a ahow greenish.

powder.

the £gs and antennae yellowish.

The eye3 are bltck, and

The antennae oonsiat of thre*

aegmenta.

They emerge slowly from the gall 8

ai.d

make t icir way to

nearby needles, where they molt in a very ahort time and transform into the winded femalea.

Before molting, they attach them-

selves firrrly to the needle, and when the winged for

^3

emerged,

ns attached until -finally dislodged by wind or

the cast skin r

rain.

The winged

ft

a.

The newly emerged females are yellowish

brown, turning darker later on.

base

anfl

The fore wings are green at the

the thickened aiiterior portion, while the remainder of

the wing is practically transparent
grenn;

The legs sre pale yellowish

the eye a are black, ooelli are preaent, the antennae are

five-segmented.
tion.

.

The abdomen has on it a small amount of waxy accre-

The body, exclusive of wings, is 1.70 mm. to 1.90 mm. in

-10length

ar*d

The spread of the

,90 mm. in width,

.70 mm. to

Wings ie about 5.85 mm.

Soon after e

1

^noe, the winged forme attach themselves

to the needles, frequently the very one upon which the last

Their powers of

molt occurred, and commence to lay eggs.

flight seems to be oomi>aratively slight, and they seem to

prefer to settle

i

t

down where they find themselves on

molting, which is probably due to the fact that this species
does not migrate to any other host plant*

I

have failed to

observe the phenomenon recorded by Buckton, who says: "A gleam
of bright sunshine will call them forth la clouds, each insect

taking wing with a whirling motion, and a 'buzz
for a body 80 small."

1

very loud

Can it be that Buckton had under observa-

tion Chernes viridis Ratz., which at that time was confused with
abietls,

and which has since been shown to be a distinct form

which migrates to the
cvuite

1 iron?

It is not unusual to see spruces

close together, some of which will be literally covered

with galls, while others nearly touching t

few or none at all.

will have very

The spread of the winged forms will always

before the time

be very slow, unless strong winds arise

,]ust

when the rajority of th-

themselves to the needles,

.ve

fatr'

1

and it is rvther doubtful if these fragile creatures would be

carried very far even in these

c ircumstai.ee s.

Some of the

winged fen les settle down facing the base of the needle, while

oters

face in the opposite direotioi.

found on the same needle.

.

Often several may

I

-11The fall egg stage.

themselves to

Foon after faste

the needles, the winged adults begin to lay eggs, fastening

each one to the needle by a very fine thread about the length
of the egg itself.

As the eggs are laid, the abdomen shrinks,

until, when the process is completed, very little
it, and the eggs are protected by the wings of

ins of

i

the

r.

other

i*

The eggs are covered by a snail amount of waxy, cottony,

sect.

secretion, as well as by the wings of the dead mother, and this

protection remains in place for a long tine after the young have
ched

,

sometimes even until the following sprii.

The number

of eggs l*id by the winged females varies from twenty to fifty.

The individual eggs are yellowish brown in color and elongate oval
in form, measuring about

.40 mm- in length and

*£3 mm. in width.

The writer's observations on the

Hatching of the fall eggs.

period required for the hatching of these eggs differs sr.mewh
from all published accounts examined, most of which state that
two wt.k8 are required.

The writer has found that, while a maj-

ority of the eggs hatch in about two weeks, some may require at
least five.

To settle this point more definitely, a gall which

was .lust beginning to open was brought in and placed un>1er obser-

vation on neptf 1)T B§«

On September o7

appeared and began to lay eggs,

vl

,

a dozen winged females

ich were immediately placed

under conditions as nearly normal as possible.
nine

d *.ys

appeared.

On October 6 -

after the eggs were laid-a few n«wly hatched young

Many of the eggs hatched during the following week,

but a fe* young appeared from day to day until November 1st,

-18aftoi

which tine no more hatched

.

Practically all the eggs

on the trees were hatched by that dite, the few

i

.ining un-

hatohed eggs being for the root part dried and blackened.

In

tc observations made by Mr. Flebut,

the fail of 1915, aocordii

most of the hatching of the eggs too}

plao<

.

still,

i

any

of the eggs hatching about the middle of November, the latest

definite date beii,g November 84.
first crawling young aj

td

In the fall of 1916, the

"«;:

tember 25.

From the observations recorded above, it is evident that
the

ti: e

js,

of emergence of the winged adults, the laying of the

and the hatching of the young varies greatly ?/ith the

season and with different individuals in the same locality,
also that these stages ray cover quite a long period of time.

Hibernating y-ung«
art rather active.

They

Upon hatching, the young insects
male

t

eir way around

ai

the needles,

under the bud scales, and to all parts of the twig, but soon

insert thtir setae into the plant tissue and settle down.

Thosti

which find their way into the buds among the bud scales, and those
which settle upon the needles, apparently fail to find sufficient

nourishment, since no live Chermes are to be found in such
locations late in the season.
a year old.

Very few are found on wood over

Most of them settle down at the bases of the buds.

They soon secrete over their bodies quite a quantity of cottony

material which serves as a protection during the winter.

The

•etaa are very firmly inserted into the plant tissue, which makes

-J

it quite difficult to remove one of the insects for study without

breaking them.

In the condition described abovu, the young Chei

pass the winter without changing much in size or form, and apjar-

ently without shifting position.

The hibernating young are very snalj.,

about .40 mm in

I

They are ovoid in shape, the anterior end being somewhat

length.

broader, and of an olive green color, with darker patches where

The antennae consist of three

the wax pore areas are four

segments.
Prrin,; period of ^ro^th.

The "stem rother.

"

Early spring

finds many of the hibernating insects d^ad, more of those locating
at the bases of the buds seeming to survive than of those attempting
to winter in other places.

The survivors have apparently undergone

no change during the winter, and no change se^ms to take place in
the spring until the last two weeks in April, when the young

Chermes first molt, and then begin to grow with great rapidity.
The first molted individuals found in Amherst in the spring of
1917 were observed on April 23rd

,

but that particular season was

notably cold and backward, and it is probabl-

t

*t

the first molt

usually occurs a week or more sooner in the average season.

In

the process of molting, the skin apparently splits along the

anterior and ventral median line, and is then pushed upwards and

backwards by the rapidly growing waxy secretion which is formed
very profusely at this stage.

presents

i

very different appearance, being shorter and more

nearly round.
3en.

After molting, the young Ch terras

The color varies from a light to a very dark

The wax pore ar^is are not nearly as noticeable in this

stage as in the form which has hibernated.

-14The molt deaoribed above Is rapidly followed by a second
and a third

.

Ho attempt has been made to determine the length

of these inettiM, but they follow each other in rapid succession.
It is possible that not all individuals molt as many as three
tiir.ee,

but in irany cases, the three oast shins are found in a

mass above or slightly pushed back from the individual which
has oast them.

The white, waxy filaments secreted in the

spring stage 8 are of a much finer texture than those secreted

by the hibernating form.

When full grown, the "stem mother",

as individuals in this stage are sometir.es called, measures

about 1.3 5 rm in length and 1.17 mm in width.
Spring e^K stage.

At the close of the short period of

rapid growth described above, the full grown feirales commence
to lay eggs.

In the spring of 1917, the first observed were

on May 14th, but, as elsewhere noted, the cold and wet season

doubtless delayed developments at least a week.
the first date May 9th.

"Each

Cooley gives as

female lays from one hundred to

three hundred or rore eggs, usually in a heap in one spot, al-

though in a number of instances noted, they were scattered here
and there about the bases of the spelling buds, showing that the
f err ale
eg,;s

ha<j

crawled about during the egg- laying process.

The

vary in color from yellowish green to an olive green, and

are somewhat similar to those laid in the fall, and are similarly

attached to the bark by a transparent thread.

They measure

about .29 mm in length and .16 rm in width, and the thread by
which they are attached is about twice the length of the egg.

Under usual spring conditions, the eg,;s m-a said to hatch

-i6in about a week

,

but in May, 1917, the

weather continued un-

seasonably oold and wet, without doubt retarding the incubation
of the egga, because three weeks elapsed between the first
apjejj'ance of the eggs and the first appearance of the young

in the field.

A few kept in the warmth of the laboratory

.toned in six days, but those under field conditions required

at least two weeks, and rost of them three.

Formation of the gall.

Before the eggs have hatched

,

and

often before they have been laid, the gall to be inhabited by
the resulting Cher me 8 has already begun to form.

If an un-

folding bud having at its base a "stem mother" completing her

growth or laying her eggs is cut in longitudinal section, the
young needles will be found to be each very much enlarged at
its b*i

As the young shoot unfolds from the bud, these

swellings increase in size, and by the

t:

rapidly forming gall is ready for occupancy.

the eggs hatch, a

The stimulus

causing the formation of the gall has therefore been furnished
by the egg-laying female, rather than by the young

£

ee

which receives the benefit and protection of it.
The .rail-inhabiting form.

Almost immediately on hatohin

,

the young insects make their way among the rapidly swelling

needles which together form the fleshy gall.

At thi3 tire,

they are about the same length as the egg, a little broader, flattened,

How

in color,

in the gall.

ueooming somewhat greun after feeding for a time

The eyes arc black, the legs and antennae are

slightly lusky except at the tips» which are lighter.
soon as the young have snt

I,

tfl

and sometimes, indeed, before

that time, the cavities in the gall

ually close, leavij.

Merely an inverted V-shaped line marking the place.

-16The life history of this insect gives us a very interesting
and rem .vrkable case of insect adaptation.

which

.*re

moment

nth

to occupy

t)ie

gull seer to hatch

The young
it

almost the exact

an conditions are rost favorable for ther

is rapidly forming from the tender,

s

Cj

The gall

.

succulent young i.eedles

ich have bouh cuiaed to swell by the presence of the *st,

*01

".

Her offspring on hitching has simply to step inside

the rapidly growing gall, where it is immediately surrounded

by the very choicest of food

all possible enemies.

i

aterial and is prot ct^d fr

This species seems to have so well

adapted itself to the particular conditions under which it

lives

tli

X th« hatching of the eggs seems

in the vast majority

of oases to be timed perfectly to the development of the gall.

Of course the development of the insect and the development of
the plant host are subject to many of the same influences, and

both respond to these influences in a corresponding degre
otherwise the "plans" of the Che n

•

s

,

would miscarry.

PAPTHEMOQEBEPIg
mentloa thus far has been made of the male

lio

abletls
]

t

C]

because it is beli-ve-i that none exists.

-_s

Ml

ieved at one tire that he had found a specimen of the male

sex, and described it minutely, but his observations have

since been shown to be erroneous.

Scientists have long

searched in vain for the rale of this species, and it is now

thought to be entirely partheno

tic.

s

-17-

?Afl8

OF PISSEHIKATIOM

It bag been elsewhere not-;d that the powers of flight of

thia si^ei^s seem to be rather poor, and it seems quite unlikely
I

.t

it will spread to any great distance by means of its own

flight, or even by the wind.

The post hus, however, be n

wioely disseminated upon nursery stool.

Infested nurseries

are likely to serve as distributing centres for this p^st,
and the dinger ie

vter bsoattss of the fact that during the

shipping season the insects are in the hibernating condition
and are hardly visible to the naked and untrained ey^

This

.

4ang*r can be avoided by buying trees from nurseries where the
pest does not occur, or by thoroughly spraying the trees with
the proper materials when they are first received from the

nursery.

MATURAL T.m
All species of Cher me

seem to be comparatively free from

the attacks of parasitic insects.

A few species of

Chalcids

have been reported as parasitic upon species of Chermes

Cholodkovsky states th

it

,

but

with all his work upon this sroup he

has seen but one undoubted case of parasitism in all the

spooies studied.

This insect is, however, atticlsd by a number of predaoeous
enemies.

Cooley records finding the larvae of Chrysopa ocu

-18Say feeding on the nynrhs as they ererged fron the galls.

Small spiders have "been observed build

their «vebs ov

tne galls, thus o itching the last stage nymphs and winged

adults as they appeared.

The larvae of Syrphids hare be B

rejorttsd feeding on some species of Cj_

j3

hut probably are unable to enter the closed

in their ^alls,

ailo of this

species.

COETBOL

General Considerations
The old saying, "an ounce of prevention is worth a

pound of cure" applies to this as well as all other insect

troubles.
tttlAgj

In buying spruces for ornamental or other
_t is well t

is not present.

fta&e

sure that

ietis L.

If not brought in with the trees when set,

the chances are very ruch against the appearance of this

pest.

When once established, control measures rust be

resorted to.

There seem to be two possibilities! either

remove the galls when the insects are present in them, or
spray at some time when the insect is in an exposed situa-

tion and a susceptible condition, which, recalling the life

history of this species, is the case in the late fail,
winter, and early spring.

-19-

IU

"Making

'.

When only a few snail ornamental trees are to be protected,
the beat

ir.ethod

ie probably to cut off the galls and burn the*

while the Chermes

are enclosed within them, which in the vic-

inity of Amherst means late in June, in Juiy, or in the early
rt of August.

It is, of course,

useless to cut off the

galls after the insects have left them, although this is
frequently done by nurserymen when shipping spruces in

tjj

winter or spring, which may explain the appearance of the
pest on trees w ich were apparently clean when set out.

When

cutting off the jails, it seers best to burn their, because if

aearly mature, they may dry out, open, and liberate the nymphs,
which may transform to winged adults and reach a spruce tree
if any be near.

PPRAYIKG
If the spruce gall louse is very abundant, especially on
large treee, spraying will be necessary.

e

time to spray is

of oourse when the insect is exposed and susceptible to the

Spraying is useless in the summer,

jtion of spray materials.

when the insects are securely enclosed within the gall.
the galls open, the nymphs emerge, molt, and

t;

As

an3form to winged
all the adults

adulta, which lay eggs almost immediately.

do not appear at the ear.e ti e, there seems to be no favorable
r

opportunity for spraying until after all the

eg.:s

hatch, which,

- 0-

:jls

has already been stated, may not be until after the riddle

The insect remains exposed after hatching in the

of November.

fall until the eggs are laid in the spring, and while spring
is usuaiiy recommended as the best tire to spr ty for this species,
it a an b^ successfully controlled at any time duriijg the late

fall or winter, when weather conditions permit.

Preliminary Experiments
thod of procedure.

Before conducting spraying experiments

on a large scale it seemed advisable to test a number of spray

materials in a srall way in the laboratory.
various spray

?

In trying out

tfc

iteri *ls, fresh twigs thoroughly infested with the

gall louse were "brought in and sprayed with the material on trial.
The twigs were then placed in moist sand to keep fresh, and

examined two or three days later to determine the efficiency of
the spray.

In scoring the results it was impossible to get an

exact count of the number alive before and after spraying.

The

young insects are so completely covered with woolly secretion
that the only way of determining whether or not an individual
is alive is to turn it over with the point of a needle and observe

the movements of the antennae and legs, which at best ire very
ent before spray i.

the

sluggish.

If subjected to this

insect

die from the breaking of its fine delicate setae, or

rray

ti

,

other injury, rather than from the effects of the solution

applied.

It is therefore impossible to obtain an accurate

count of the number of insects killed by the spray, and for

that reason the relative numbers alive after spraying are

.

-

1—

claasified as "none", "very few", "few",

ttiid

In raking

"m:iny."

the examinations, It was found best to let the twigs stand two

or three days before looking them over,

would be dried
arid

uj

,

when the dead indivi duals

while those uninjured would be plum^ and full,

on rei oval with a need-le and close examination,

would show

movement of the l<^a and ante*.

rellminary r xreii rents In the Fall of

This has been the standard remedy for the

ule-oil soap.

spruce

(

191'".

;all louse, and has been recommended for use at the strength

of one pound in two gallons of water.

In these

ts a

commercial preparation has been used which was said to contain
tobacco,

an«l

aIbo a soap without tobacco,

.iperlment Nov. 8

Whale-oil soap "with tobacco"

Dilution
20 lbs. per 100 gal.
10
6 2/3
5

Results
none alive

WW
»

many
n

check

"

-

ri merit ftov.

18

Whale-oil soap "without tobacco"
8Jlt3

rllutiOIi
15 lbs. per 100 g*X«

liOIlii

alive

13
11
9

7

many

5

check

nt T^c.

j..

Whale-oil soap with and without tobacco,

Dilution

Results

*ith tobacco
8

lb 8. per 100 gall

i.one

""ithout tobacco

alive

2,

7
6
5

check

many

one alive
n

«

!»

W

II

M

r.any

In the experiments tabulate above it will be seen that whale-

oil scap was effective in all cases at the rate of

sevt;

>unds per

hundred gallons, and in several oases a greater dilution killed all
the

Imette

any greater

i

The preparation containing tobacco failed to show

jtiveness than that without it.

-

Kerosene TYulaion
This

e*

i.rd

remedy ^or plant lice in general was reported

by Cooley to be inoffectiv

reason

'

iig

assi

the spruce £all louae, no

.-tinet

for it8 failure to give results.

The fol-

lowing experiments were tried in the fall of 1916.
"Experiment Nov.

.15

Kerosene emulsion

.

Results

Dilution
Stock 1 - water 5

none alive

7

9

n

it

it

«

IS
15

ii

many

check

Experiment Kov. 18.

roeene emulsion

Dilution
Stock

1

Pesu. Its

- water 15

•

18
21
25
30

very

w
ii

n

l»

tt

ti

it

i»

many

check

?xjerlr.ent Dec. 8.

1

Kerosene emulsion.
Resu. Lts

- water

9

11
13
15

check

From the experiments just notud

"

n

it

Dilution
Stock

alive

w

none alive
very few a live

very
i

,

«

it

n

n

y

n

it will bo seen that kerosene

emulsions vary greatly in their effects on the spruce gall louoe,

1

.

-

4-

due ]0 8ailily to variations in composition, or to variations in
coin ositlon, or to variations in the conuiti ons ux.<ier which the

work was carried on.

In all cases, however, the usual dilution

recommended for plant lice - 9 gallons of water to one of stock
was effective

Miscible Oils.

Commercial

r

iecible oils are used as contact sprays, and

their use was suggested to the writer.

Below are the results of

experiments with this rater 1*1

Experiment Kov. 15 and Bov. 18

Dilution

1-10
20
30
40
50

Viscible oil.
Results
none a live
n

i

n

SO

70
80
90
check
A

ti

it

ft

i»

few
many

w

n

repetition of the same experiment on December 2nd gave

identical results.

Licotine

Sulj.h-vte

At present this is the most widely used spray material for

the control of plant lie*.

Soap is ordinarily added to

,;ive

the solution penetrat u.g power and adhesiveness, MkJ was used
in the first experiment.

5-

-

Fxperir.ent hov. 6.

nicotine Sulphate (with Ivory
soap 4 lbs. per 10
..)

Pi lutl on

i

1 1 -

none alive

800
1000
1 - 1200
1 - 1400
1 - 1600
1 - 1800
1 - 2000
soap solution alone
check

i
n
it

w

n
w

n

jiy

This experiment indicated that a solution of high gr&da soap
4 lbs. per 100 gallons was in itself an effective insecticide in

this Instance | which led to l.vter experiments with soaps.
The next experiment was for the purpose of Ascertaining the

effectiveness of the tobacco extract with various strengths of
soap solutions.

Tvory soap was taken as being fairly represent

tive of the high grade soaps, and was easy to obtain.

Experiment Uov.

Hlootine sulphate with different
strengths of Ivory soap -solution

i

Dilution
1

- 1000

1 -

1 -

Fo8Uit8
no soap
many alive

,-:;al,

many alive
h

150'.

2000
check

1 lb. -100
h

>>

lb. - 100 ^xl
,/*y
tt

alive

5 lb.-a
none alive

ft

ft

H

The next experiment was to determine the exact sti

ih

nicotine sulphate necessary to kill the insects, comparing it
with the amount necessary with a soap solution.

of

-

6-

Pxperir ent i.ov. 13. Nicotine sulphate (with and
without Ivory soap 3 lbs. per 100 gallons.)

Dilution

Besu It 8

Without soap
none iiiVQ

with sea-

,

- 200
400
1 600
1
1
800
1 - 1000
1 - 1500
1 - 2000
check
1

w

H

few

n

none
many

w

_

—

none alive
—

none alive

n

n

n

_

i»

n

_

n

*

many alive

The results of experiments as noted above indicate that

without soap nicotine sulphate is not very effective unless
used at greater strengths than the usual recom:

-tions.

On

the other hand, if soap is us&d, the nicttin^ sulphate seems
to add very little to the effectiveness of the mixture.

3oap.

Following out the possibilities previously indicated,
common soap, was given a more extensive trial.

"Ivory" soap

was taken as being typical of a standard high grade soap, and

"Lenox" soap for the cheaper laundry soap.

Experiments Nov.

7 and

"P^c.

1.

Result 3

Dilution
7

lbs.

Ivory so-

none a live

-er 100 2*1.

n

6
5

4
3

w

n

II

w

n

«

many

n

1
w

check

Other experiments with Ivory soap

\».ve

identical results.

7-

Lenox Soaj

Experi] unt liov. 15.

Results
none alive

Dilution
per 100 gal.

15 lbs.
a

n

w

..5

very few

10

it

8
6
4

"
h

it

few
nany

"

2

it

it

check

n

it

BriJ

ent8 Nov,

,

18 and Dec.

Dilution
14 lbs. per 100 gal.
13
12
11
10

i

1.

Lenox Foap

Besults Mot* 18
none alive

9

—

—

n

it

n

w

»

*

it

ti

ti

it

it

it

n

tt

—

—

n

it

many alive

check

aults Dec. 1.

none alive

many

i

"

The above experiments indicate that Ivory soap is effective
at the rate of three pounds per hundred gallons, while the laundry

soap was not entirely effective until a dilution of more than ten

pounds per hundred gallons was reached.

Preliminary Experiments in the Spring of 1917
The preliminary experiments conducted in the fall of 1916 were

repeated the following spring before feeding

commenced.

'had

A

detailed account of these experiments follows.

Fxperiment April

'5.

Dilution
10 lbs. p^r 100 gal.
9

Whale-oil soap
Results
None alive
n

«

8
7
6*

one individual alive; r^st dead
none alive

cheok

many

it

it

"

With one doubtful exception, the insects were fully as
susceptible as they were the preceding fail.

Kerosene EmulBJon
An exieriment with kerosene emulsion showed the insects
to be apparently more susceptible to it than they were the

preceding fall.
"Experiment April 9.

Kerosene emulsion

Dilution
~rt£sr 1 - s^UKji.

3lilt8
5
7

none alive

9

11
13
15

check

,

tt

n

n

tt

it

tt

it

n

ft

w

Trisn-ir

«»

scible Oils "
An experiment with one of the oils gave slightly less

favorable results than those obtained the previous season.

Experiment April 5.

Dilution

1-40
50
60
70
80
90
rthor»V

Miscible oil.
Fttsults

none alive
t»

«

n

n

many
tt

h

«

tt

tt

tt

Micotine Sulphate
This was first tried without soap and found to be in-

effective at all dilutions weaker than

1

- 200.

pounds of laundry soap in 100 gallons of water,

down to 1 - 2500 were apparently effective.
table combines two experiments.

With four
cil

strengths

The following

-29-

perircflta April 5 and April 9.
hi .-otine sulphate with
Lenox Soap 4 lb 3. per 100 gallons.

Results

dilution
1

-

none alive

200
400
600
800
1000
1250
1400
1500
1600
1800
2000
50

2500
soap solution alone
check

n

n

«

ft

rt

tt

it

n

ft

«

tt

tt

ft

w

it

n

it

ft

n

n

ft

tt

a few

tt

many

n

Soaps

xperiments with Ivory aoap on April 5rd

•

,

showed that it

was effective as dilute as 4 lbs- per 100 gall., approximately
the same result obtained the previous fall.

Lenox soap gave

the same results as previously, all dilutions down to 11 pounds

per 100 gallons being totally effective.

After the insects had molted in the spring, but before egg

laying had commenced, one experiment was tried, using whale-oil
soap, to note any possible change in susceptibility

to the spray

material
Experiment

1/ay

16

Whale oil soa]
After rolting and
before egg laying
.

Dili ition

20 lbs. per

lO.-

gal.

Results
none alive

15
10

«

it

ft

tt

8

n

it

tt

t»

6
4
ch ^ok

a few

many

"

.

-soli will thus be seen that for some time after molting
and beginiiinj their growth, the insects are fully as susceptible

as when in the hibernating condition.

menced

,

After eg^ laying had cc

one more spraying was made to find out whether th

a

oould be killed by the spray, and whether the insects were be-

coming any more resistant.

Experiment May L4

.

(

af ter egg-laying had commenced)

Whale oil soap.
Be suits

Dilution
10 lbs. per 100 gal.
8
6
4
3

none alive
n
a few
n

H

-ny
n
n

check

n

From this experiment it is evident that after e^^ laying
has commenced the Chermes tre somewhat less susceptible to the

spray material.

In all cases the eggs which were sprayed hatched

in due course of time as well as those unsprayed

Conclusions from laboratory experiments
The strengths of the various spray materials found necessary
to kill the insects under laboratory conditions may be noted in

the preceding detailed accounts.

The hibernating form seoms to be about equally susceptibl

throughout the late fall and early spring, and the growing

"stt.

mother" has about the same degree of susceptibility as the hiber-

nating form, up to the time when egg-laying is about to commence.

1-

-

e eggs cannot be killed by the sane

materials

wMoh

strengths of epray

will kill the other stages

.

tioned.

Spraying

should be completed some tlr.e before eg^ laying comj ei,oes.

Field Spraying Fxper iments

.

Fall of 1916 ,
to c mplete the experi-

Early snowstorms made it impose

While the results obtained

ments planned for the fall of 1916.

are incomplete, they seem to be conclusive for the only

rterJ .Is

tried, which were whale oil soap and laundry soap,

Since it was impracticable to use more than one dilution of

each substance, it seemed best to use a strength somewhat in

excess of that indicated by the preliminary t^sts as effective,
in order to allow for possible differences in conditions.

trees sprayed were srall ones, about three feet high.

The

The results

arc tabulated below.

no

Trt

.

Wu. galls
in 1916.

1

7

2
3

55
44

4

7

5

26

Spray material
whale oil soap
r

n

Dilution

Ho.
kilt
in 1917
10 lbs. per 100 gal.

h

"Lenox" soap

i»

i»

n

if

"

15

f

if

ff

"

If

IV

ff

"

n

«

«

20

check

Spring of 1917
The

8 praying

experiments planned for the spring of 1917

were more completely carried out and more satisfactory than

those conducted in the previous fall*

solution was made somewhat stronger

In all exoes the spray

thai,

the preliminary ex-

periments had indicated as necessary, in order to allow for

- Im-

possible differences in conditions and to be sure of success
in the limited amount of time at the disposal of the writer.

The trees sprayed were scattered about the college c input,
and were in all cases severely infested, making the results

fairly conclusive.

Below is a tabulation of the results.

Ppray material
Dilution
Mo. ,;alls
Mo. .>±
in 1917
in 1916,
(about) 350
"Ivory" soap
6 lbs. per 100 gal.
n
"
"
1
350 Whale-oil soap 10 "
450 nicotine Sulphate 1-1500
ai.) 2
(with laundry soap) (4 lbs. per It
°7
""iseible" oil
1-40
175 Kerosene emulsion 1-9
140 Check
(about) 175
"
"
325
6

Tree no .
1

2
3

4
5
6

7

From the results obtained it will be noted that all five
spray materials used gave very satisfactory results at the

strengths applied.

The failure to get absolute control was

doubtless due to a failure to hit the inseets with the spray,
rather than to inefficiency on the part of the solution used.
It occasionally happens that one of them will be protected by

a bit of leaf or other substance, and not get hit when the
spray is applied.

Injury to the Trees

Only one case of injury was noted, this occurring with
a young Korway spruce sprayed with "miscible" oil at the

strength of

1

- 20.

failed to recover.

vas very severely injured and

This tree

Ho injury was noted where the same material

was used at half this strength

,

but since oils of all kinds

.

.

-33Are likely to do damage to evergreens, the writer cannot

recommend their use.

The use of kerosene emulsion is

probably also attended with some danger,

Mcither nicotine sulphate nor any of the soaps used
caused any injury.

Advantages and Dlsadvani
Where heat is readily available so that

Common soap

they can be easily dissolved, the ordinary soaps will be found
ao satisfactory as anything for the control of the spruce gall

louse.

Many of the soaps can be bought in the form of chips

or flakes, racing the mixing of the solutions a simple matter

where hot or warm watex- can be readily obtained.

In cold

weather, however, the soap solutions become thick when cold,
and are likely to cause trouble with the pumps unless sprayed

out while still slightly warm.

Ho definite figures can be

given on prices, but at norral prices, ordinary Boap will be
found as cheap as anything that will do effective work,

'"iking

into consideration the greater dilution at which it can be

used, a high grade soap such as "Ivory" will be found cheaper

than laundry soai

.

Whale-oil soap.

This should be known as fish-oil soa:

While heat is necessary for the preparation of this soap, it
is otherwise very easy to handle and does effective wor

but is usually a little r:ore expensive than common soap.

.

-

Micotine sulphate

.

.4-

With laundry soap, 4 pounds per nun

dred gallons, nicotine sulphate solution as dilute

vs

- 1500,

1

or about one pint per hundred gallons, is effective, and fairly
At that dilution the soap soluti n will not thicken

cheap*

when co Id
" ''iscible

oil" and kerosene emulsion.

On account of the

danger of injury to the trees, it is not safe to recommend
the use of these two materials.

Recommendations

.

If possible, keep the spruce gall louse from becoming

established in new plantings by using only clean nursery
stock.

If a slight infestation is found, especially if the
trees are small and can be easily covered, cut out and burn
the fresh galls between the middle of June and the middle
of August.

If the infestation is severe, or very extensive, spray

between the middle of November and the first of May when
the weather permits.

Any of the following materials will

be found effective.

Common soap .
,r

If laundry soap is used

lOO gallons.

,

dilute to 15 lbs.

If a high grade aoap, such as "Ivory"

is used, dilute to 6 lbs. per 100 gallons.

These can be

-

0-

handied to bust advantage when slightly warr
.le-oil soap solution,
Iiicotlne sulphate

,

diluted

.

10 lbs. per 100 gallons,
1

- 1500, with the

addition of laundry soap, 4 lbs, per 100 gallons.

Whether cutting out the galls or spray lug for the control
of this pest, thoroughness is essential.

.

.
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Plates.
The following plates illustrate a few of the phases of
the life history of the spruce gall louse.

I

t..

b.

Mouth parts of hibernating form.

c.

Pggs laid by the winged female.

4*

II

Hibernating young

;s

laid by the "stem mother" in the spring

a.

Winged female

b.

Antenna of hibernating form.

c

Antenna of winged f enale

Plate I

Plate II
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The Host
The following

186

of Ablerus clisiocampae Ash. (Hym.).*

note

in

is

corroboration of the observations made
L. T. Williams. (Psyche,

upon the host of Ablerus clisiocampae Ash. by

October, 1916.)
In the spring of 1915, the writer bred several specimens of Ablerus
clisiocampae from the eggs of Malacosoma americana Fab., but at the

time was unable to

make

sure that the parasite had not emerged from

it hardly seemed possible. In
few specimens of Ablerus had appeared,
masses were taken from the twigs, and thoroughly
presence of scale insects, but none were present.

a scale insect, although

the spring of 1916,

after a

a

number of egg
examined for the

With

all

possible

chance of the presence of scale insects thus eliminated, the parasites
continued to emerge from the egg masses in fair numbers. A repetition
of the experiment gave the same result.

These observations corroborate those made by Williams and the
original ones made by Ashmead, that this species, contrary to the
habits of the family to which it belongs, does at least at times parasitize the

eggs of a Lepidopterous insect.

In addition to Ablerus clisiocampae, three other species of parasites

were bred from the egg masses. They were kindly determined for me
by Mr. A. A. Girault as Telenomus coloradensis Crawford, Tetrastichus malacosomae Girault, and Oocncyrtus sp. Of these, Tetrastichus
malacosomae was by far the most abundant, the other two species being
only occasionally found.
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